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INTRODUCTION

Preparing
educational

this paper has been for

experience.

study, I

and increasing

iifrica,

of

appreciation
a

ever-widening

required

l-ji owl edge

agricultural missionaries.

Methodist agricultural mission

original interest

lay

ijnique

than five years

more

have come to an

ESxpecting to become
ary in

a

From nearly total ignorance of

agricultural missions, in the
for this

me

was

in

making

a

study of Methodist agricultural missions in iifrica.
did not prove feasible but my interests
in the paper by the
and to Methodist
An

proportion

are

detailed
This

still reflected

of material related to Africa

agriculturists.

attempt

was

made to obtain information from every

country listed in the semi-confidential Master List of
A f^ri cultural

Missionaries obtained for this study from

Agricultural Missions, Inc.
are

not included in this survey because

received from
was

However, all countries listed

some

were

not

missionaries and mention of their work

not found in the various

For included

replies

countries,

published

the information

sources

consulted.

given is usually

illustrative rather than comprehensive.
I

am

greatly indebted to Dr. Ira W. Koomaw, executive

secretary of Agricultural Missions, Inc., for his personal
counsel and for providing many items of

published

and

vi

Sspecially beneficial

unpublished information.

enabling

me

to

study

was

his

most of the issues of the lilural Missions

quarterly published from 19^9 through 196I.
In addition to

receiving

during the past several years,

an

a

abundance of newsletters

number of agricultural

missionaries from various denominations took time to write

rather extensive personal letters about their work.
views with

som.e

of them

during their furloughs

were

Inter

espe

cially helpful.
For counsel and

encouragement,

loaned and recomseaaded, I

professor of geography
State

am

at the

and for materials

indebted to John A.

Knman,

Bloomsburg (Pennsylvania)

College.
I

patient

am

further indebted to Dr. Howard F.

and esteemed

Shipps, my

faculty adviser for this paper.

I

am

grateful to my brother,

Seamaji, professor

of

langoiages at Asbury College, for

i'lnally,

P.

David

helpful suggestions

and

the

copies of this thesis while I have

been

typing

of final

mcouragement

and

for arranging

teaching vocational agriculture in Pennsylvania.

CHAPTI^R I

TEL. PROGH.';SS AND PHILOSOPHY OF AGRICIJLTUBAL MISSIONS

"the father of modern

missions"*^

fhe year after i/illiam

importance of agriculture in his work,
Carey landed in India, he wrote to his

son

yearly the best garden and fruit seeds.

i�pl<^ffients
Carey

was

of

early recognised the

a

179^:

Send also

husbandry, scythes, sickles,

the first of

in

other
both

training,

did much valuable

from

fhey

were

primarily

opened

up new areas

concerned with people

they penetrated the tropical rainforests in their

as

explorations, they
and rainfall.

China,

experiences and what they could glean

e:xi sting agriculture and

for cultivation,

but^

knowledg� they

In Africa Robert Moffat and David Livingstone

sources.

improved

some

plough-wheel s."^

and

work in the field of agriculture by using what
own

me

long succession of missionaries vrho,

�^blle lacking formal agricultural

had from their

"Send

also

brought back

data about

soil, climate,

Missionaries took the potato to Turkey and

and cattle to the South Seas and elsewhere. 3

1

Missions

Robert H. Glover, The Progress ^f v/orld-V/ide
(Hew Torks Harper and Brothers, 1939), p. 9^.

2
Ira V/. Hoomaw in foreword, Ralph A. Felton, Ho-pe
Rises trom the land (Hew Torkt Friendship Press, 1955), P-

3 Charles K. HcConnell, The Rural Billion (Hew
Friendshljp Press, 1931)? p.

York:

vii.

2

Agrlculttiral work
endeavors in what later
In

1835

the Methodist

also Included In early

was

was

to he

part of

a

missionary

the United States.

Spiseopal Missionary Society voted to

enlist two farmers for the Oregon Mission "to teach the

natives the art of agriculture"
voted to reinforce the

Perhaps

same

and,

three years

mission with four

the best survey of

inaebt.d for the highlights vhich

1897 William

C. Bell

more

farmers.^

agricultural missions up

to 1930 has been written by Hunnicut and

In

later, they

to whom I

Held,

am

folio*.?

graduated from the Agriciiltural

College of Cornell University and

soon

became

one

of the first

college-trained agriculturists to enter foreign mission
service.

In

July following his graduation he went to Africa

under the Phil-African

League,

a

Swiss society.

Later he and

his wife worked under the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions ( Congregational ) in

numerous

phases of agri

cultural endeavor.
In 1902 the American Board sent
J. B*

Knight,

to

3DE5dia, along

with

an

an

agriculturist,

engineer to

do indus

trial work.

^
V/ade C. Barclay, Early American Methodist t Missionary
Motivation and ^ag^ion (vol. I, History ^f Methodist Missions,
6 vols.} New York J Board of Missions of the Methodist Church,
19^9- ), pp. 307-B.

^ Benjamin H. Hunnicut and William W. Held, The Story
Agricultural Missions (Hew York: l4issionary Education
ovement, 193i)� PP� 16-18
.

3

190?

seems

to mark "the defdjaite and

of agricultural work

mission boards."

hy

a

planned laiinching

number of different American

In that year Qeorge W. Oroff went to China

and soon had agriculture added to the curriculum of Canton

Christian

College, later

named Lingnan

The

University.

Presbyterian Church in the United States sent Benjamin H.
Hunnicut to Brazil where he

organised and directed

cultural school at Lavras.

2he Methodist

sent H. Erne

Bpiscopal

agri

Church

Taylor to Old IMtali, Rhodesia.

But expansion in agricultiiral missions
slow.

an

We read in 1931

that,

"of the

was

generally

twenty-nine thousand

Christian missionaries in service in the non-Christian
than

hundred

world, scarcely

more

to agricultural

training,"^ hardly

In

Missions

1920,

was

one

are

giving full time

one-third of

the International Association of

formed.

Its annual meetings

one

per cent.

Agrlctilttiral

regularly brought

together the leaders of many Protestant denominations in
America

along with agrici2ltural missionaries

on

furlough.

It also made original studies of rural conditions in mission
fields along with becoming the clearing-house for the
of

among missionaries at work in otherwise isolated

experiences

fields.^
^ Ibid.

exchange

,

p.

18.

7 Ibid., pp. 158-59.

k
1930 is highly significant
tnral

Missions, Inc.,

statesman, John

H.

fortunate to retain him
of its existence.

ship "but resmalned
health

on

its founding chairman.

as
as

th�

It

was

chairman for the first two decades

19^9 >

In

the year when Agricia-

organized with the missionary

was

Hott,

as

^� Mott

resigned his chairman

advisory committee

as

long

as

his

permitted.^
In 1933 > the Rural Missions Cooperating Conaaittee

was

established and has since worked quite closely with

Agricultural Missions, Inc.

"In

Cooperating Committee has been
and

body,

operating

practice the Rural Missions

the guiding and

policy-forming

Agricultural Missions, Inc., has tended to be the

agency."^

Th� piirpose of th� two agencies working

together isi
To

provide a clearing house to assist the cooperating
iKsards In doing their rural work more effectively.
To provide a cooperating link between the boards and
Agricultural Missions,

To

Inc.
the Christian significance of agriculture,
the basic importance of the village family and the
rural church, and to promote forms of mission service
by which the Cospel of Christ may be apulied to the
diiy-to-day problems of village

interpret

people.^"

^

"Appreciated�Still With Usj*�
Autumn, 19^.
(Hew York: Division

of

Rural

MjLssions. 72s 5�

Foreign Missions, 1957), p. 15-

5
To

implemeat

they:

these purposes,

Produo� and distribute literature.
courses for rural training.
Help to plan certain conferences on rural worit in the
U.S.A. and in other countries.
Plan and sponsor cooperatlYe projects abroad where desired.
Counsel and assist students in preparation for mission
service.
Conduct studies as to rural programs and methods of field
'SKjrk.
Provide counsel and interchange of experience for mission
aries.
Assist missionaries and others in the securing of literatiire and special supplies needed for their work.
Perform anv other functions delegated to it by its member
boards

Arrange special

In 1950 the number of

about the

same

as

agricultural missionaries

in 1930 but the

proportion

was

higher since

the total missionary force had been cut in half .3-2
are

approximately two hundred thirty serving

was

How there

in about

fifty

different countries but this Is still les� than throe per
cent of all Protestant missionaries. ^3
tiveness has increased

more

addition to technological

rapidly

advances,

Missions, Inc., has increasingly

However, their

effec

than their numbers.

In

the work of Agricultural

reduced the barriers to

coordination and communication.

^
Rural 141 ss ions FersDective for the Tears Ahead.
cit.t cf. Felton. That Hen >iF"pTow jnTHQpe (Hew Yorkt
Agricultural Missions, Inc., n.d.) pp. 2>-325 cf, "Heview of
a Quarter Century," Rural Mssions. 95*3, Summer, 1955.

loc.

3-2 Cf

.

Felton,

Moomaw, ^Sm^ N�w

Winter, 1959.
13 Moomaw,
Missions.

110 :if,

Hope Rises

Developments,"
"The Present

Summer, 1959.

�

frpm the Land, p. 355
Rural Missions* 108:2,
Let's Face

It,"

Rural

6
IBeth the itoal Missions Cooperating Committee and

Agric-ultural Missions, Inc.,

are

agencies of the Division of

Foreign Missions of the National Council

of the Churches of

Christ in the United States of America.

Th� chairman of the

Board of Directors of Agricultural

James K. Mathei^ of The Methodist

men

and

Irs w.

Church, recently

The other twenty-three directors

bishop.

laymm,

some

are

elected

both clergy

being women, from various denominations.

the SKOoutlve

Hoomaw,

is Dr.

Missions, Inc.,

Secretary,

Cimrch of the Brethren who served

as

ary In India before election to his

an

is

a

member of the

agricultural mission

present important

position.
The ultimate aim of agriciiltural missions coincides
with the &iM of Christian missions in general as,

by The Methodist Church:

that stated

for

example,

"The supreme aim of

missions is to make the Lord Jesus Christ known to all peoples
in all lands

become his

as

their divine Saviour, to persuade them to

disciples

life the spirit and
The

Missions**

�

�

to bear

of Christ.

on

all himan

"^-^

"Rural Missions" and

"Agricultural

"Agricultural missionary" usually

V l>p.<?^f;lnff gM Pi,^firtplji,i^�

Yorks

bring

often used interchangeably in reference to

work among rural people.

�

and to

principles

expressions,
are

.

of The

M@t,hodist Church

Methodist^ublishing House, 1956),

p.

7
refers to

person who has received

a

his education in

a

significant part of

school

or

college of agriculture.

"rural missionary" may be

an

agricultural missionary

a

specialist in any of

a

number of other

or

a

rural work.

phases of

the great majority of all missionaries may be

Actually,
classified

as

rural missionaries.

"Today there

imately 122,000 organized congregations
churches.

people.

A

Over

They

ninety percent

eighty percent

are

served by

are

approx

among the younger

of them are among rural

over

100,000 workers

of whom

rural. �*3*5

are

Btipal missions includes all efforts to bring the Gospel
of Christ and a more abundant life to village people
�
By Christ's own example, we are to
everywhere.
b^ir witness as we teach and minister by both deed and
the evangelist,
The one supplements th� other,
word*
the home specialist, the teacher, the doctor, and the
agrieult-urist are equals in a comon task. All need
the same degree of dedication and spirittaal commitment.
Ho one's work is iidierently more 'secular' or more
'spiritml' than that of the others.^
.

Such

unity

�

of purpose

was

aptly

d^onstrated at the

Kalange Exposition in northwestern Angola in 1958
trated in th�

frontispiece

of this paper.

the cross and the Bible reads "The

with

seven

as

illus

The sign above

Evangelical Hission"

ribbons of different colors leading to another

sign, "Quessua Mission,

3-5 Moomaw,

Center of

Beeu Furrows

Klssions, Inc., 1957)

i

Ibid., p, 6,

p.

17S.

Training." The ribbons

(ITew York: Agrlculttiral

8
thence extend to parts of the exhibit representing various

phases
are

of the mission work.

displayed representing

From left to
the trades

right, objects

school, high school,

primary school, Bible school, hospital, domestic science
and

department,

each of these

agriculture department.

influences present

depicted

go down to

parts

a

model

sharp contrast

a

at the left.

The ribbons from

village where Christian

to the unreached

village

Houses in the Christian village

are

white adobe surrounded by trees and flowers.

Influences of

the

are

village church, schools,

and medical work

also in

evidence,"^''
Agricultural Improvement is

missionary

endeavor.

satisfied,

there is little

in

responding

churches,

or

basic

as

or

no

time

or

energy to

non-agricultural activities.

commerce and

industry,

lization

made

application

phase

of

and of what

we

know

possible only through

of better

spend

opportunities presented by schools,

last analysis the development of science and

was

any

Until the primry need for food is

to the

other

as

agricultural

philosophy,

as

the

"In the
of

modern civi

discovery

and

teclmiques."!^

17 Color print made from 35 m slide furnished by Loyd
Cf. Malcolm
0. Schaad, Methodist agrictiltural missionary.
and Marlon KeVeigh, Africa Letter (lew York: Board of Missions
of The Methodist Church, June 15, 1958), p. 2.
Thomas L.

Smith,

The Sociology

^

Bural Life

(Third edition; lew York: Harper and Brothers, 1953),

p.

331.

9
The Church of Jesus Christ dare not leave the matter
of technical

agricultural assistance up to governmental

agencies alone,

"Point Pour" and other secular programs

have done much to alleviate the misery of

developed

"It is

areas.

clear, however,

governmental assistance programs

agricultural production, most
would still remain

that if present

able to

treble

of the world's rural

people

The need for

expressed in social

creeds

"We believe that it is
men

opportunity to

our

earn an

are

difficult for
the

plight of

The United

population,

a

come,

vital in meeting the challenge

Christian duty to

adequate

provide

of the world

cone

to

daily through many media but it is still
generally prosperous society to visualise

the less fortunate

peoples of the earth.

States, with only one-sixteenth

of the world's

has nearly half of the world's wealth.

an

address before the Division
cited by Moomaw, Deep

1956,

Doctrines and Discipline of The Methodist
p

for all

livelihood."^

areas

19 John H, Relsner, from
of Foreign Missions Assembly of
Furrows � p. 177.

.

"3-9

such as that of The Methodist Church:

InfoiTsation about needy
modern Americans

food,

medical facilities and other

amenities will be pressing problems for years to

Agricultural missions

under

even

were

relatively poor.

clothing, shelter, education,

people in

7C^�
The

l^ethodist

Story ^

3*5? April, 1959.

Churchy

10
But the solution to
than

a

matter of

economic aid.

The

more

wealth through teclmical and

our

agricultural missionary recognises the

help people work

clothing,

world's poverty is much

spiritual implications of

moral and

to

sharing

our

his task

out solutions to their

and shelter

�

in the

spirit

as

he endeavors

problems

of

food,

of Christ.

Working in the spirit of Christ requires consideration
of the widest

Some ultra-mechanized

possible implications.

Americans think that mechanization is the panacea for the

problems

of

underdeveloped rural

willing to give substantial
machinery to these

i^erica,

small

growers in

sums

growers in

who have been

severe

helped

competition

sending

from

larger producers

with machinery and fertilisers. ^3

does not create undue resentment in

chapter.

even

have cried out in

care

to lift the economic level of living in

are

are

and mall rice

India,

The agricultural missionary must take

Some of the

they

of money for

Thailand, along with others,

distress at the

aries

and

�

Small lAeat growers in South

areas.

potato

areas

probl^as

underdeveloped

some

with which

that his efforts
areas

quarters.

agricultural mission

directly concerned will be considered In the next
Among these

are

22 Cf
l4oomaw in
the Land, p. viii.
.

23 Cf

.

the follovd.ngs

malnutrition, ill

foreword, Felton, Uom Bises frof

MoomiiW, Deep farrows, p. 3? Bural Missions
t]^ Years Ahead. n> 3�

Perspective for

11

health, famine,
land

crop and llvestoclc

pests, land shortage,

tenure, landlordism, poor conservation of

resources, lack of
unreasonable

even

credit,

simple implements

unfavorable

nism, illiteracy, shortage
trained

of

and

natural

machines,

markets, apathy, antago

personnel,

and

inadequately

personnel.
An

important part

philosophy has

been well

of the

agricultural missionary's

expressed by the General Secretary

of the Division of World Missions of the Board of Missions

of The Methodist Churchs

The life of many primitive people is so rooted in the
soil that they can neither be adequately evangelised
nor can an indigenous church be established among them
except upon the basis of extensive training in farming
practices which, being scientific, are free from
witchcraft and which are Christian in the sense of
permeation with awarensss that all agriculture is
partnership with God.25

The basis for the missionary's
is

deeply rooted

in the Christian

concern

Scriptures.

for agriculture

Approximately

three-fifths of the parables of Jesus and nine-tenths of his

aet&phors

are

drawn fro� rural life, 26

ciples app3licable

2^
Missions.

Cf.

to rural life have been summarized by the

Horris S. Dodd,

"Sickle to

Scythe,"

Hural

86 I 2. Soring, 1953? Moomaw, "The Call to Christians

IS^'tMirprivi^^^^^
25 Bugene
Kissiona.

Testament prin

L.

md^f hth

Winter, 1953-

Smith, "Deep Furrows" (in part). Rural

105i8, Spring, 1958.

26 cornelio M. Ferrer, "Rural Life in the
Rural Missions. 105* 8, Spring, 1958.

Bible,"

12

director of the Department of Rural Life of the Philippine

Federation of Christian Churches:
1.
2.

jkppreciation of the earth
A

as man's God-given home.
complete and unselfish stewardship of the earth

and all its gifts.
The great value of human personality.
Emphasis upon the family.
Emphasis upon the use of the gifts of the earth as
instruments of brotherhood.
The redemption which Christ came to bring includes
not only sinful,^d lonely men, but the earth which
is their home.'^'^

3.

^,
5.
6.

The idea of

stewardship permeates

Christian agriculturists.
of the

resources

challenge of

our

spirit

was

a

tlme...28
man

The fam>er
and

use

��ust handle all bin
A man

rem^bering Crod.

long exemplified, for example, by
South

a

This

Methodist

Africa, recently retired after

thirty years of service, who

under his

possible

good farmer unless he is religious. "29

agriculturist in
than

"To make the best

God has provided constitutes the central

materials, r^amberlng
cannot be

all endeavors of

once

influence, "Whatever they

teach them that God is relevant.

more

said of the farmers

may be

doing,

we

try to

We want then to remmber

27 Ferrer, loc. c^,
Cf. Sam HlgglnbottoiB, The Qc;�snel
and the Plow (Hew York: Macmillan Company, 1921); final chapt
""JesuP' Sy.ample for Such Work," pp. 12^*^.

28

IjgSd,

p.

Hoomaw in
viii.

foreword, Felton, pope Ri^es f3?om the

29 Liberty H. Bailey, The Ho?.y iSarth (lew York;
Charles Scribner's Sons,

1915)7^P-

2^,

13
the

spiritual significance of everyday

church

can

develop

as

work,"30

it should without

total Christian stewardship

on

the

part

a

deep

local
sense of

of its members and

constituents,
There has long been

of

public worship.
Seed, Soil,

endeavor in Christian

publi

agricultural stewardship to both private

cations to relate
and

an

One

example is "An Order of Dedication

and Sowers" followed

by

"iln Order of Thanks

giving for Harvest^ Land, and Liberty" found in the Methodist
Book of

Wbrshin.^^

Some of the most

been written in lands where

work,

such

as

meaningful prayers have

agricultural missionaries

are

at

"The Husbandmen's Prayer" which follows:

Our Father in heaven, Lord of field and forest, hill
and stream, we thank thee for the manifestation of thy
Fruitful soil, quickening
power in all growing things.
sunlight, favorable rains are thy good gifts to us. As
thxya hast made us to have dominion over all the work of
tby hands, help us by thy spirit to enter into our her
itage, este^tng It a high calling to be thy husbandmen.
Help us to be mindful of thy partnership in all the
ctiltivation of our gardens and the care of o\ir flocks.
And when the ground hath brought forth plentifully, may
we know that thou hast given us our daily bread and
give thee thanks, in Jesus' name. Amen.32

the

30
I^and.

Ira B.

Gillet,

cited by Pel ton, Houe Rises from

56.

p.

31 The Book of Worship for Church and Home (New Yorkt
Cf
"Giving
Methodist TOlIsESig^ouse, i9W, pp. 10^8.
Thanks at Harvest Time," Rural Hissions, 107s ^6, Fall. 1958 5
Samuel H. Guard, The Farmer Gives Thanks (Hew York: Abingdon
.

Press, 19^7)

�

6V pp.

32 Hilda L. Ives in Christian Hujca^
of The

Philippines,

Bulletin
St?ring, 19^2.

Fellowship

cited in Hural Missions. 82 tl.

The

agrlcioltural missionary

who have had wide esiperience in such

a

Point Four.

as

grams

The

learn amch from those

can

primarily

secular pro

following suggestions

were

social scientist in the Bureau of Agricultural

made

by

Economics,

United States Department of Agriculture:

Find a community of feeling
Start where the people are
Try to understand why people do things the way they
do
.
Carry on activities in which the people themselves
are interested
Help the people believe they can improve their
situation
Be content with OTall beginnings
Use the villagers* own organizations
Watch the villagers' pace and keep in step with
them
Place responsibility on the people as soon as they
can take it
Deal with the people as equals

1,

.

2.

.

3.

�

h.

.

6.

.

.

.

.

5*

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

,
.

.

.

...

9.

.

.

10.
11.
12.

.

.

Expect growing pains
Don't expect thanks from
.

.

.

.

.

the people being helped
Make your presence in the village understood.
Be short on making promises and long on keeping the
ones that are made.
Help get benefits of technical assistance to villagers
by methods which facilitate the retention of the
benefits by the villagers. 33

13.
Ih,

15.

.

suggested that needed

A United Nations worker has

changes related
following

areas:

and contour

to the land and its

"soil

ploughing;

ment; pest-control;

land

produce fall in the

conservation, including
livestock

improvement;

Improvement;

reforestation
seed

improve

introduction of cash

33 Arthur F. Baper, "Twelve Points of Self -Help,"

|2ieip
81:6-7,

June.

1951;

Winter, 1952; last

three

AgficiAture,

.

^^?;g/g^^^.^^^f#S^
added after
points
were

additional observations in Africa and Asia.

.
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crops; mechanization,
A

Council for Rural

the following

objectives

Improvement

in v/est Africa suggested

and activities:

Better nutrition
Improve our health by increased production of
vegetables and protein-rich crops
Courses in food preparation

fruits,

Unitary floors
Drainage

Lighting

and ventilation

Classes in reading
Literature production
Home reading
Insect contr
jrol
Sanitation
Pure water
Disease prevention clinics
Worst4D and the Church
Training in family worship
Lord's acre and tithing

Lay leadership training

Citig^ghjp

Work in order to live more abundantly as better
farmers, homemakers and members of the church
and community. "^-^
As

rural

for

agricultural missionaries consider programs

improvssents, there

are

at least four

things

need

we

to know!
Our own motivations and cultural beliefs
The ct0.tural patterns and beliefs of the people
the value systems
The underlying emotional needs
�

�

of the village

3^ Margaret Mead, editor,
Change

Cultural

Pat,terns

(New York: Hew American Library,

35 Cited by Moomaw,

Deep Fiirrows

.

p.

and Tech-

19^5),

17.

p.

lyo.

16
How

helpful cultizral change

Is best achieved. 36

C^ne of the most worthwhile documents in this area is

the manual prepared for the v/orld Federation of Mental Health
and

now

published in

a

50^ pocket

with the Itoited Hatlons

change effectively, it
tions.

reminds

accepted. "^8

"to introduce

that,

us

is necessary to know

Where it involves

first be
we

Speaking of agricultural develop

of its writers

one

arrangement

Scientific and Cultural

Educational,

Organisation (UNESCO). 37

ments,

book edition by

implementation by people, it

since

we

are

The students of the Course

must

trying to help people,

must be careful not to offend their
on

of

sense

self-respect .39

Bural Reconstruction

19^7 suggested

held at Berea College in

existing condi

the following over-all

goals:
Increase economic production
the living standards of the people
Contribute to the development of the nation
Realize deeper
cormunity, and spiritual

Improve

family,

satisfactions^

They further stated that the

success

of

a

rural reconstruction

3^ Procedures in Rural Reconstruction (Hew York:
Agricultural Missions , Inc., 19??)? p* 9.
37 iMead, o^. cJJb
Ibid., p.

39

Cf

.

.

,

352

pp.

178.

Moomaw in

introduction,

Procedures in Rural

Reconstruction, p. h,

^ Procedures in Rural Heconstruction

,

p.

9.
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program

requires

leader ship. ^-^
their

areas

1.

careful

planning, village support,

At the end of their course,

they

and good

summarised

of general agreement as follows:

Begin where the people are, appreciate what they
have
introduce new materials or practices prudently.
Let the first goals he reasonably attainable, but
�

2.
.

.

encourage an attitude of inquiry.
Work to meet "felt needs."

Encourage people
own

5.
6.

7.

8,
9.

to

speak freely and to analyse their

situations.

Be comprehensive, realizing that one activity or
project may uncover other problems or needs.
Encourage self-reliance, use praise willingly but
judiciously.
Provide for evaluation that involves both village
people and other workers.
Secure the maximum use of volunteer leadership.
Avoid involvement in local controversies or political

matters
Let the program be flexible, subject to revision.
Make fullest possible use of result demonstrations
by the people themselves. Let them make discoveries.
Encourage workers to be candid and admit failures, or
This begets confidence.
their own lack of knowledge.
Keep open the channels for essential materials and
new information.
Stress the dignity of labor, and the "dirty hands"
method for all workers.
Follow planning with action, even if on a small
scale only.
Complete all projects just as far as possible, let
reports be honest and objective.
.

10.
11.
12.

13.
l^-*

15".
16.

Closely related to these principles

are

"Some El�^^ts

of Success in Rural Reconstruction" considered at the annual

meeting of the Rural Missions Cooperating Committee in 1955:
a.

Relate rural service projects as far
all other phases of Christian work.

Ibid., p.

^2 Ibid.

.

p.

10.

31.

as

possible

to

18
b,

Qtialltatlve emphasis upon work of a pilot nature is
usually preferable to efforts that spread resources
out too thin.
Work shoiad be continued long enough for results to
be achieved.
As far as possible, the rural mission
ary should be allowed to keep at the kind of work
for which he was trained and appointed.
In extension work, begin with simple efforts that the
people can readily comprehend and carry forward with
available resources.
It Is essential that the people
help in the planning,
Work with all people.
Christians may often be among
the most needy and their needs should have adequate
consideration.
However, experience shows that the
best way to help any one group may be to consider
the welfare of the entire community.
Sxtension service is more likely to be successful if
it is developed as a sesparate project and not as a
part of a central institution.
As far as possible, the new agricultural missionary
should be free to study the field and the needs of
the people and then work out a plan of procedure in
cooperation with others concerned.
Experience iWiB shown that the mission demonstration
farm or center h&.s very limited value for changing
local practices, when
compared with extension work
on the people's own land. ^3

c,

d.

e.

f�

g.

h.

In agricultural

good intentions

are

no

missions,

as

well

amateur

endeavors,

substitute for technical competence.

God does not alter his natural laws to
an

in other

as

agriculturist,

as

save

the

when farmers in

an

reputation of
arid region

lost their wheat crop because the succulent growth encouraged

by the application of nitrates withered away
ended.

^

Rural

people

are

when the rains

naturally conservative and such

incidents greatly increase their resistance to other offers
of help.

^3 Facing the Present in Rural lv:isslong
Division of Foreign Missions, 1955) > p. 10,
^

Hoomaw, peep Furrows, p. 20.

(lew Yorkt
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There

are

often

great differences between the precon

ceived values of the agricultural missionary and the values
of the

people with

land may

whoa he works.

Individual ownership of

highly desirable to

seem

the agriculturist but what

the people desire is of greater importance.
the time-honored

the United
to

pattern
it is

States,

experiment with

new

communal

or

tribal chief

cussions in certain
Such

giving

a

breeds

varieties of animals

or

cause

stability

and

guidance,

are

custom, while

and

may also become

"Any who depart from the

enemy of worthvdaile progress.

customary path

serious reper

of the world.

areas

of

or

approval of the

strong reliance upon tradition

measure

sometimes met by

a

counter thrust that

The African folksong is suggestive:

would force th^ back.

path is a very good thing,
It surely must lead to the house of a kings
And so with our customs and ways of yore, ,
"
V/e do what the millions have done before. '�^

"A well-worn

Although the agricultural missionary must learn to

accept mai:^ customs that
one of

changes

his
as

cannot

principal tasks
smootlily

Ibid., pp.

as

In

farmer's private affair if he wants

a

community elders may

or

places,

tribal ownership.

But such esxper imentat ion without

plants.

an

is

In many

should not be

is learning how to

possible.

23-2^.

or

changed,

bring about

The following

are

helpful

20

suggestions at this point:
1.
2.

Begin with praise and honest appreciation.
Call attention to people's mistakes indirectly.

Talk about your own mistakes before criticizing the
other person.
Ask questions instead of giving direct orders.
Let the otlior man save his face.
Praise the slightest improvement and praise every

3�

^*
6.

improvement

.

7*
8.

Give the other person a fine reputation to live up to.
Use encouragement,
tlake the faults seem easy to

9.

correct.
I2ake the. other person

suggest.^

about

happy

doing

the

thing

Early agricultural missions frequently centered
mission

or

reasons

for the shift away from this type of endeavor:

1,

demonstration farms.

Following

are

some

you

in

of the

Foreign methods often used tend to discourage the
people and widen the gulf between v/hat the agri
culturist is trying to demonstrate and what the
people can actually practice,
To hold large tracts* of land in regions of land
shortage places the church or mission in the
position of landlord.
It is costly to operate.
It places the agriculturist in the position of the
often bated farm maimger, thus robbing him of his

2.

.

.

professional
However,

status. ^7

there is still an

important place

for the

rural service center which may make the following contri

butions :

^ "Nine V/ays to Change People without Giving Offence
Jia-y, 1952| cited in
and Arousing Resentment," Raindrops
.

.

xlural Kissions.

^7

Bht?, Fall,

1952.

Better Field Programs (New York:
Inc., 1959), p. 20, Cf. Moomaw,

I^issions,
pp. 32-33, l52-5*f.

Agricultural

Beep

i-\irrows.
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Serve

as a meeting place for
community

the

people

and the

larger

Collect information

Verify program objectives and needs
Train leaders

Conduct local demonstrations
Secure and supply rare materials
Provide visual aid materials and literature to local

workers.^

The rural service center
be

or a

similar endeavor should

closely related to the village church.

eralture nor

Christianity will

progress

But neither agrlit should unless

as

the agricultural missionary and his colleagues sincerely seek
to involve the �atire community in their program. ^9
One ^y in which

agriculture has been closely related

to the church around the world is through the Lord's Acre
Plan by which

hours,

specified

units of

production�animals, acres,

etc.� are dedicated to the Lord with the proceeds

Since its beginning in North

contributed to the church.

Carolina thirty years ago, the movement has spread

Until

the United States and into many other countries.

recently, this
Clark

as

a

department

work

was

the

primary occupation of

Presbyterian minister

The

has established

a

Dumont

religious

president of this
fund to promote

^

Procedures in Rural Reconstruction, p.

^

Cf

.

Dr.

and director of the

of the Farmers Federation.

agricultural cooperative

across

29.

Procedures iii Rural Reconstruction, p. IO5
(Ithaca. New York:

Agrlcultoe^sionsh6.

Arthur I.. Carson.
Cornell University Library,

n.d.),

50651

p.

22

the Lord's Acre
The

related

vork.^^

profeleas

of

Tillage people

for convenience of

hut,

sometimes separated into

tance and some

It is

are

and then

when the

be of

unequal impor

However,

a

to

assign

to him to be the most

he is at his best

people ask him to help

execute the

advantage

projects which

Only then should

he

attempt to

t^tative program in the order of urgency and

bility of fulfillment ?2
.

small scale wedge
use

encourage

51

at all.

e:gpressed needs of the people

or

they theaaselves have chosen.

maximum

they may

begin to attack v/hat appears

pressing problems.

are

many needs in each of

hardly capable of fulfillment

to the observed

priorities

a

are

temptation for the agricultural missionary

a

outline

consideration, they

There

in any village but

areas

closely inter

health, economic, social, religious,

and educational categories.

these

are

or

such

program

normally begins with

pilot project which should j "(a)

of local resources,

cooperation,

a

and

possi

(b) be of such interest

Cc) be assured of

success.

make
as

"^3

'
Cf
ae^oi^ts on the lord s Acre Plan (Asheville,
North Carolina s James G, K. McClure Educational and Develop
ment Fund, Inc.. I960), 12 pp., and other fund literature 5
Dumont Clarke, "The Lord's Acre Plan Cu3.tivates Responsi
bility," Rural Missions. 103? 1-3, Summer, 1957? "The Lord's
Acre Movement." Rural Missions. 95s 5-6, Sunmer, 1955�

51 Cf

.

Cf

.

Pr9cedures la Ruyal Reconstruction,
Better Field Programs, pp.

p.

I3, 19.

53 procedures in Rural Reconstruction, p. 12.

11.

to
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Listed in alphabetical order below
some

appropriate beginning projects.

priority

wonld not

likely

be the

same

examples of

Their arrangement by
in any two

villages.

attempted simultaneously. 5^

Some of them wonld and should be

Animal

are

improv^aent�livestock, poultry, bees,

rabbits

Cooperatives�credit, buying, selling
Food

preservation

Home and grounds

Implements

improvement

and machines�introduction of

simple devices

Irrigation
Land reform

Nutrition improvident
Pest control
Plant improvement� field crops,
Soil

improvement

Waste

disposal

VJater

supply

In further
these

fruits, vegetables, pastures

chapters, successful

projects will

the best

of

means

and other

areas

^

Cf.

experiences with

be considered In some detail.

keeping abreast

x

11" paper per

"A Journal j>evoted to the

Ibid.,

pp.

23*25.

Perhaps

of current work in these

is through regular study of

(usually eight pages of 8i"

illustrated),

and other

Buyal

Missions

issue, generously

Improvement

of Bural

2k
Life i^rotmd the

World," published quarterly by Agricultural

Missions, Inc*,

the Hural Missions Cooperating Conaaittee,

and the Christian Hural Fellows

bJ.p.^5'

necessarily brief and from varied
order for the

The articles

sources.

However,

publishing agencies of this journal to

maximum service to their

longer periods

are

in
render

constituents, reports covering

of work with

specific situations

are

needed.

Youth clubs, cooperatives, village industries , preventive
medicine, sieps to adult literacy, use of visual aids,
village ii!^rov@aent schools for adults, institutes on
constructive landlord-tenant relations, are typical of
the topics calling for more study and recorded obser
vations >^
.

Drive,

55 Subscription, $1.00
27, Hew York.

per year;

address, k75 Hiverside

Hew York

56 Moomaw in
struction. p. 5-

introduction, f'rocedures

in i^ral liecon-

CHAPTER II

THE PHCBLMS kllD PH0C3;X>m^S OF AGRICULTXHilL MISSIOHS

As I have studied various sources of inforffiation about

agricultural missions

problems have

over

a

five-year period, the pertinent

seemed endless in number.

reasonably comprehensive appreciation
ified them into

seven

categories

as

of

To facilitate

I have class

them,

follows s

food, land,

conservation, mechanijsation, cooperation, education,
the

Of course,

persomel.

seen

as

we

of

X

.

not
it

proceed,

that there is considerable unavoidable

lapping in the discussion

and

agricultural missionary does

find his probl^as neatly classified and,
wHl be

a

over

problems.
FOOD

Hhile th� primary objective of the agricultural

missionary is spiritual, he realizes that "all other wants
of

man are

"^
scarcely important if he is hungry.

the missionary and his constituents face many

most

of the world

areas

problem

of

purchased

hanger.

with food.

1 Max E.

cultural
p.

19.

none

is

"In the last

more

Though

problems, in

important than the

reckoning,

all things

are

Such is the fateful and awful truth

Brunk and L. B. Darrah, mrketin^ of ,ugriProduct iS (lew Yorki Jtonald Press Company, 19 5FT7

that hideous famines make known.

People sell

their

liberty,

their all for food when driven to the extremes of this

tragic

choice."^

calories
more

�

�

This dramatic form of hunger

�

is sometimes temed undemourishm�nt

prevalent but

is referred to

,

insufficient

while the

"hidden" hunger--lack of proper nutrients

as

malnutrition. 3

The average moderately active person needs

3000 calories per

day.^

In the

world�where most missionaries
intake averages

underdeveloped
are

at v;ork

�

2500

areas

to

of the

the caloric

^
barely half of this recomrxended level,

It

1� variously estimated that from half to three-fourths of
the world's

people

are

undernourished, two-thirds being

the

cited. ^

proportion most frequently

There is malnutrition everywhere in the

world,

the

severity of it frequently but not always paralleling standards
Sometimes the ultra-refined foods of

of living.

highly

2 Walter C. towdermilk. "Down to Sarth," Christian
Rural Fellowship Bulletin t 218 s 3, Autumn, 1959*

3 Merrill IC. Bennett,

Harper and Brothers, 195^)

j

World
PP*

'

s

Fpod (Hew

York:

190-91.

^ Fairfax T. Proudfit and Corinne H, Robinson,
Nutrition and Diet Therapy, tenth edition (Hew York:
�Macmilian Co^>any, 1950), p. 70.

^ Kenneth H. Prior, "The Agricultural msslomry
IV," Bural Missions. 79*5, Summer, 1951.

^ooks at Point

^ Cf

.

Bural Missions
Inc..

Agricultural misions,
Time,

i^^'f
Jwm,
195^477?. 9? "Population,"

75:19, January 11* 19o0.
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clTllised peoples leads

to far more

malnutrition than arises

from the crude diet of primitive trihes.

Shortage

especially animal protein,

most

ciency

�

perhaps the

is

^the main reason for which will be

connection with the land

problem.

of

protein,
defi

common

pointed

out in

Mineral deficiencies

closely related to the mineral composition of the soil
that

a

same

mineral nutrients

grown

certain

on

quantity

another

type

of

a

as a

given food

may not

are

so

supply the

like quantity of the

same

food

of soil.

l4alnutrition in regard to vitamins is probably due
as

much to cultural

as

it is to agricultural factors.

is the basic food for nearly half of the
its vitamin cont^t is

Africa vitamins
the

are

people

raw

In West

food is fit only for cattle.

softi^

Since the cost of

prohibitive in underdeveloped

areas

The

synthetic vitamins

of the

world, the

lies in better utilization of native fruits and vege

tables and the introduction of plants which

United

eating.

also tell the children not to eat oranges because

oranges make them

answer

away before

and much of

destroyed by unnecessary cooking because

people believe that

older

is

polished

world^

Hice

gyeryman's

United

Hations Department

Nations

.

of l�ubllc

are

adapted

to

fourth edition (lew Torks

Relations, 1953),

p.

358.

^ S� D. Onabanirio,
Causej
^ Ou� Childreii D^e.
and Suggestions for Prevention or Infant MortalityTn West
BFica CLonaon; !!ithuen, 19^9), PP. 122-23, cited by Mead,
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local soil and clinatic conditions.

discoveries in this direction

One of th� most

hopeful

Is that

of the West Indian

Cherry (Molpighia puncifolia L., with

various additional

common

names).

It is the richest Imown natural

source

of

ascorbic acid (vitamin C).

Seeds available from the Agri

cultural

at Rio

Sxperlment Station

Pledras,

Puerto

Hico,

will

provide fruiting trees in approximately four years that will
continue to produce maximm yields for at least fifteen

years. 9
Because animal protein is
most

underdeveloped areas,

find reasonably

soybean being

imported. 1^

so

seriously lacking in

much research has been done to

satisfactory vegetable substitutes� the

the most notable one, both locally grown and

An

outstanding

agency in this

been the Heals for Fdlllons Foundation.

Multi-purpose

Food to famine and disaster

development has

It has been sending
areas

around the

9 Carlos G. Hoscoso (Assistant
Geneticist, Department
of Plant Breeding, Agricultural iSxperiment Station, university
of Puerto Hico, Bio Pledras), "V/est Indian Cherry� Richest
Known Source of Hatural Ifitamin C," Economic
10 1 280-

29if, July-September, 1956|

Puerto Hico.

Caribbean,"
1957.

reprinted by the TJniversity of
Cf. Lydia J. Roberts, "Acerola�Miracle of the
American Journal of Ifursing, 57s 11^-^9, September,

10 Cf
Us� of United States Soybeans |n Japan (v/ashingResearch Service, United States
D.C.!
Agricultural
ton,
Department of Agriculture, 1958)? 36 pp.j Cooking with Soya
Flour and Grits (Washington, D.C: Agricultural Research
Administration, USDa, 19^3), 16 pp.} Jean W, McITaughton,
"The Soya-Bean� Its Properties and Nutritive ?alues,"
Rural Kissions, 112$8, Winter, I96O5 Proudfit, 0�. cit., p. 329.
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world since

19if6.

MPF is

product resembling

a

appearance but composed of

8p^a

with vitamins and minerals,

parable in amount

of

a

baked

�

and all this for

potato,

either cooked

or

Each two ounces of MPF is

nutrients to those in

only three cents!

uncooked,

meal in

grits iiighly fortified

soy

dish of peas, and

a

corn

with

or

a

a

com

glass of milk,

quarter pound

of beef

It may be consumed

without other foods.

The

foundation has also actively encouraged the development of
native forms of MPF from such

by-products

as

peanut (ground

nut) meal ^^ch, in India for escample, b^d fonaerly been used
only for animal feed
In

January, I960,

over

or

fertiliser after extraction of the oil.

the manufacture of American KPF

was

taken

by General Mills, Inc.H

The most c<mprehenslve agency concerned with relieving
and

preventing hunger

in the world is the Food and

Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations.
FAO continually reviews world food and agricultural
conditions and supplies member governments not only with
facts and figures relating to nutrition, agriculture,
forestry, and fisheries, but also with appraisals and
forecasts in relation to the production ^ distribution,
FAO promotes and
and consumption of their products.
recommends national and international action which it
considers necessary to attains

11 Reginald F. Eelfferich, Hore tlian a Loaf of Bread
(Los Angeles: Heals for Killions, Inc. , n.d.T, 11 pp. Cf^
other publications of Meals for Millions, Inc., including
personal correspondence, I cm especially indeoted to Fred
E. Eafner, Director of protein Operations, Oilseeds Division,
General Mills, Inc., who gratuitiously supplied our family
with nine pounds of KPF for personal trial and experimentation.
V/e used it in many different

satisfactory.

applications

and found it

quite

30
the increase ef
and forestry;
the improvement
those fields 1
the improvement
hution of the

production in agriculture, fisheries
of education and administration in

of

and distri-

processing, marketing,

products of agrictilture, forestry, and

fisheries;

the conservation of natural resources r
the adoption of policies for the provision of adequate
agrictiltural credit; and
the adoption of policies with respect to agricultural

commodity arrangements.

request, FAO furnishes technical assistance
help thm to bring new land under cultiva
tion, improve the yields of land already cultivated,
reduce the costs of production, improve the efficiency of
international distribution, raise levels of consumption,
or better the living conditions in rural areas. 12
Finally,

on

to members to

World
but world

production

population

of food continues to increase

increases more rapidly

actually less and less food per capita. 13
can

be prevented

production.

by decreasing birth

The missionary in

his constituents about planned
is usually

some

rates
areas

annually

that there is

so

Mass starvation

and/or by increasing
is free to counsel

parenthood but

such endeavor

proscribed by religion, government,

or

custom.

Thus the task of the agriculturist becomes increasingly im

portant
of food.

as

production

he assists farmers to increase their

This

depends

on

five main

factors,

follows?

as

E^ye^yman^s, United Nations, p. 3%- Cf pp.
articles in Rural Mssions; et al.
.

172,

357-61; frequent

13 "The population of the world has increased 12 per
cent during th� past decade, while food production has
increased only 9 uer cent." Hoomaw, "Rough Roads to a New
Destiny," The Christian Riirgtl, FellowshJLp Bulletin. 223 s3,

Winter,

19^

31
1.

More intensive use of land, incl-uding better orop
rotation and optimm spacing of plants

2,

Better

3.

Building np the fertility of the soil

V.

The use of

tillage, especially

seedbed

improved varieties

preparation

of field and tree

crops

5.

Preventing losses
and field

due to

rodents.l^

insects, plant diseases

Along with spiritual responsibilities, these
c<mcerns
no

of the

agricultural missionary.

primary

Where there is

home economics specialist at work, he will also need to

assist the people in finding
and

are

preserving the food ifeich

improved
he

methods of

preparing

helps them to produce.

1^
Moomaw, Deep Furrows, p. 169 i citing FAO program
Bertholo F. Hoselit.^, editor. The
recommendations
Cf
Progress of Underdeveloped Areas (Chicago: Dhiversity of
Chicago Press, 1952), p. B05 'fc, Jolm Russell, v/orld PopuIgftion and V/orld Food Supplies (London: George Allen and
Josue de Castro, The Geography
iMwln, Ltd., 19^), p.
of Itoger (Boston* Little, Brown and Company. 1952), p. xij
^opialation," Tiaie. 75:19-20, January 11, 19o0; Vera H. Dean,
The lature of the Hon-v/estem World (New York* Hew American
220-26.
.

HSraSyV i9l7)~P.

.
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LAID

II.

"The statement

Host production of food requires land*
that

Hhe earth is the Lord's'

to the
it

land."l?

If God Is

logically follows that

access

to

a

defines man's true

seen as

owner

question

fair share of the earth's surface.

unmoral

of morals 5

partition

whole �"1^

and

and
use

earth,

on

"The

it is

partition

necessarily

society that is founded

a

on

we

examine

the average acres of crop land per person in various
of the

world,

an

cannot itself he righteous and

startling disparities appear when

But

then

each of his children should have

of the earth among the millions who live
a

of the

relationship

parts

follows

as

3�0

United States

China

.8

India

.6

Korea
.2

Japan

The hulk of the world's population is thus concentrated in
the countries where the least land per

capita

is availahle�

Illinois:

15 Moomaw,

Land, Homes and the Church (KLgin.
General Mission Board, Church of the Brethren, 19Vf )

^ Bailey,
17 Cf. Hoomaw,
Hoads to
Bulletin,
ae>pe.� pp.

a

Hew

P*

Christian

223S2, Winter, I96I5 Felton,

17-18.

p.

^.

12.

Deeg,^ ^I^Y^i

iie�tiny7^!

,

y^5,^^^��??^�

"Rough

Higil Fello^^l^p

|Mlm ^

M
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cotintrles that

mostly non-Christian,

are

It has been estimated that the maintenance of
mm.

diet which includes

two

acres

animal products requires about

some

of crop land per person.

country to export

a

of food.

surplus

cultivation in the world allows

an

ctiltivation and that better

use

to ten times

as

much food

of good land may yield

potatoes in

Changes in

the

slowly.

Especially

activity

may be

a

in

brought

under

per person the

but

For example,
of ^eat

20,000

or

only 200 pounds of

of the land

can

an

meat.l^

be effected but

primitive society, agricultural

thought of

cherishing earth.

acres

An animal consumes five

3,000 pounds

season

use

one acre

it produces.

as

li

avej^age of only

agricultural missionary and

diet is almost wholly vegetarian.

of

Land presently under

Where there is less than

to others.

a

must be made of cultivated

land�a double challenge to the

pounds

usually enables

It is clear that more land must be

per person.

acre

An additional half-acre

of cultivated land per person

or more

mini-

a

an

as

interrelationship with the

Sven when changes are clearly needed on

tecl:mological grounds, the people may be extremely hesitant
to change established methods of cultivation for fear of

offending Mother larth
her bosom.

Agriculture

or

the ancestral

is not

18 Cf. Castro, ��. �|t
pp.

16, ^70-71.

.

^ust

,

p.

a

spirits resting in

w^ of earning

Ih; Russell,

02..

a

living

cit,,

3^+
fop

them,

hut it is

a

my of life� and often

a

very

religious

way. 19

Another land

problem is that

The ehurch

can

hardly

Christians

are

merely share-croppers

by others.

In many

be

secure

of

ownership

when most of the
or

tenants

ingly recognising the

need for land reform,

the rich Bible tradition of land
so

on

are

land owned

as

a

can

increas

"There is sad

in the fact that village Christians whose

should have

village

places the agricultural missionary

little to change this pattern but governments

ness

and tenure,

heritage

home for the

is

family

little. "^0

19 Cf. Head, oa. cit,, p. l8l,

p,

Ik.

Huyal

Missions Perspect3,ve for

th^

Years Ahead.

do
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Ill

In my

experience

COHSERVATIOI

.

as

teacher of vocational

a

I have had occasion to work with

agencies

and

Christian

individuals.

principles

a

ship�with both material
souls

we

must

number of agricultural

None have seemed

more

indebted to

than the soil conservationists.

servation is basically

more

a

agrie-ultiore,

matter of

applied Christian

spiritual benefits.

and

soil."

save more

PI

traditional separation of church and

Con
steward

"To

save

notwithstanding

state, the

our

federal

government has actively endeavored to show scriptural grounds
for conservation

practices,

as

in the

following examples:

The Eleventh Commandment
Thou Shalt Inherit the holy earth as a faithful steward,
conserving its resources and productivity from generation
to generation.
Thou shalt safeguard thy fields from soil
erosion, thy living waters from drying up, thy forests
from desolation, and protect thy hills from overgraalng
by thy herds, that thy descendants may have abundance
forever.
If any shall fail in this stewardship of the
land, thy fruitful fields shall become sterile stony
ground and wasting gullies, and thy descendants shall
decrease and live in poverty or perish from off the face
of the earth. 22

Farmer,

21 Alexander Ifunn, executive editor of The Progressive
in address at Candler School of Theology, Bmory

llaiversity, January 21, 195^.
22 w, C.
Lowde^railk, ^ Eleventh Cosiiandment
D.C.s Soil Conservation Service, USDA, 19W,

(Washington,
p.

1.

36
Soul

Soil

The earth a hit of star-dust is,
And all of us but siaaller bits
Of that celestial stuff.
In each of us, a bit of Soil
That makes us kin
To all that breathes J
In each of us, a bit of Soul
That makes us kin to God.

Forget not, 0 my Soul,
The sacred Soil J

The Creator through
An eon's toil
Combined these two,
And said, "It is enough.
!tjr work is good:
In my own image Mani
And in his mortal time.
�

In his own hand.
He holds his fate:
To build or ruin.
To plunder or create."

-Joseph G. Hutton23
The Land and the Book
The Bible contains many references to the land and to
man's dependence upon it.
Many of these references
will be found in the pages of this publication.
The
verses have been arranged* to tell the story of man's
stewardship of the soil. 2^
Prayer
0 Lord, that this land is ours to be cared for
of life for all mankind.
Help us to treat
gift from Thee and to treasure its vitality so

Teach us,
as

a

it

as

source
a

23 Joseph G, Button. Soil aM Soul (Washington, D.C.:
Soil Conservation

11^

Service, USDA, nTd.),

aM. ^

Conservation Service, USDA,

p.

1.

Book (Washington. B.C.: Soil

1957),

p*

1.

37
that future generations may also have the benefits of
Thy providence. In Thy name we pray. Amen. 2?
Soil requires hundreds
made but it may be

thousands of years to be

or

destroyed in

a

few moments of unhindered

Life could not exist for long without the

washing.
the soil.

in the tlnlted States and

Yet,

generally taken catastrophic droughts

may

elsewhere, it

require the expenditure

of
has

floods to stimulate

or

in the need for conservation. 26

public interest

use

Conservation

of time and money without the

benefit of imediate income but "in the end it will yield
better

a

both in the mode of living and the amount of

life,

for

needs. "27

Selling this

money with which to

care

truth is

agricultural missionary's most difficult

4obs.

one

of the

l^^hen he

of the other

succeeds,

dally

it will

likely complement the work
For

missionary specialists.
controlled to

example,

where

damage, breeding
2^
places for malarial mosquitoes may also be controlled.
flood waters

are

Conservation
include the

practices which

following s

25 Ibid.

,

p.

prevent

are

crop

frequently recommended

contouring, terracing, strip cropping,

12.

26 Cf.
Mead, 02,.

c^J^.,

p.

27^5 Moomaw,

Land. Homes

an^

the Church, p. 3*

27 Felton, The Church and the Land (Madison, New Jersey:
Department of the I^ral Church , Drew Theological Seminary,
"

iw),

pp.

38-39.

26 Cf. Head, 2a. c�t,y p. 236.
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unxlchlng,
sod

cover

watervrays,

crops,

fertilizing, liming, reforestation,

and check dams.

The details of these pro

cedures are familiar to all well-trained

Most of them

are

also

simple enough

non-agricultural missionaries
or

to he

agriculturists.
conducted by

who will consult textbooks

specialists. 29

29 Cf

.

Felton,

The Church and the Land, pp. 7-13.

39

The various

into the following

systems of agriculture may be classified

types:

river

bank,

culture, rudimentary plow culture,
and mechanised farming. 30

his desire to increase
to move

The

fire

advanced

plow culture,

agricialtural missionary,

production,

hoe

agriculture,

must guard against

in

attempting

people too rapidly toward mechanization.
It is

machinery

unwise^

for

example, to demonstrate agricultural

to farmers who cannot afford to

it and whose farms

too small to use it

are

sight better be expended to introduce
Mechanization imy
to become

mechanisation has been
of household

Inhere

or
a

improved hoe

instances, the time

profitably filled by

farmer's land is

fragmented into

is less feasible.

Dr. Katthews has

with several

Effort

or

plow*31

fields,

some

by

several small

However, there

pointed out
are

freed

the introduction

and industries. 32

possible advantages.

maintain

effectively.

village crafts

holdings, mechanissation

Japan, viz.;

an

or

previously full-time farming

cause

In some

part-time.

purchase

sme

for

likely to be good;

there is less chance of all fields being destroyed by

a

flood;

30 ^th, 0�. cit., p. 332.

31 Mead, 0�. cit., p. 2^2.
32 Cf. Ibid., p. 251? Moomaw,

are

Dee-o Furrows^

p.

176.

ko
there is social value in

going to different

comers

of the

village. 33
Often the most notable mechanical advances

by using native materials.
detrimental to

are

isade

Smolsy kitchens have long been

comfort, health,

preparation of hard-won foods.

and fuel economy in the

In India the

Smokeless Chnla" has been developed with the

"Hyderabad

following

special features:
1.
2.

higher themal efficiency and saving on fuelf
earth as the basic building material j
simple construction, can be cast in moulds as a
cottage Indus try f
g�ieral shape and operation already familiar to
village women;
no c(�plicated gadgets to confuse ordinary house
wives;
automatic provision for hot water;
promotes environmental hygiene ana comfort by
<�) eliainating smoke and soot;
(b) improving draught and lessening blowing;
(c) minimising heat and fatigue;
(d) reducing fire-risk; and
(e) making the kitchen clean and cheerful. 3^

3.

k,
5.
6.
7.

A

hand-operated grain thresher has become

that it is
A Methodist

now

manufactured commercially in India and

(Madras,

Japan. 35

agricultural missionary in the Philippines has

33 James K. Matthews, address at Hural
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, December 6, 1958.

3^

popular

so

S. P.
India:

Baju, Smokeless Kitchens
Christian Literature

Work

Conference,

for the Millions
p. ill.

^ocie^, 1^533 ,

35 Personal letter and duplicated plans from Dr.
Moomaw, June 29, I960; cf. "Thresher for Small Grains,"
Bural Missions, 8ls8, Winter, 1952.

hi

recently Invented
either hand

or

peanut thresher which

a

engine power.

may be

operated by

Specialists of the Inter

national Ck>operation Administration have designed
wooden

washing machine which

is

a

largely

simple, inexpensive,

and

hand operated. -^"^
There is
hand labor may be
rate in

possibility that complete dependence

a

on

contributing factor to the high birth

a

densely populated agricultural

amount of power farming could have

a

A moderate

areas.

bearing

on

reducing

popiilation pressures. 38

Although
in

it is not

underdeveloped

plots,

there is

areas

practicable

to

tractors for their

own

place for the

a

for individual farmers

custom

or

own

mQll

cooperatively

1/ftiere only the surface of the land has

operated tractor.

been scratched with hand tools for many generations, tractor

plowing for

even

one

season

can

brealc up the

subsoil layer which often develops under

Where

methods.

new

primitive tillage

land is to be brought under

the dmse growth may defy efforts with hand

implements,

and

a

tractor

can

36 Ctomelio Ferrer,
Kissions.
Rural
115*8,

Fall,

37

How to Make

a

Internation^doopeHl^ion
38 Moomaw,

impervious

or

cultivation,
animal

powered

be used for the plowing only,

"Peanut Thresher

Invented,"

I960.

(v/ashington, D.C.i
Administration , 1958), 8 pp.

Washing Machine

Deep Furrows, p. 172.

^2
th� renaming seedbed preparation

being

done with the cus

tomary tools. 39

However,
develop into

a

the desire for mechanization may
easily

harmful

case

of

"tractoritis,

machinery, th� social implications
fully

"

In

obtaining

of its use must be

care

considered.^
Probably the outstanding agency for supplying low-cost

farm

machinery

to missionaries is Self

Schield, president of
Iowa,

Help� founded by

the Schield-Beintam

Used equipment is rebuilt

or

Company

of

�em

Waverly,

reconditioned and sold

at cost to overseas missions. ^-^

An

Self

organisation sharing the ultimate objectives of

Eelp is Agricultural Aids Foundation, conceived in

195^ by

a

Methodist businessman in California.

dation is presently
a

concentrating

on

one-cylinder, diesel, air-cooled,

field testing in Africa
six- speed- transmission

crawler tractor manufactured in West

Germany,

has led to several conclusions which

are

xmderdeveloped

areas

as

well

as

The Foun

Ail?

experience

applicable to other

to Africa s

(1)

Technical

^ Cf.
Moomaw, "The Tractor and the Small Farmer,"
Bural Missions, 113j1-3, Spring , 1960i Fred Brancel, "Angola
nm Noies.^*" Rural Missions. 90sif, Spring, 19^.
^1 Cf.
Moomaw, Deep Furrows" , p. 171 j "Used, Hebuilt
Waterloo Courier, reprinted
Farm Machinery from Iowa, U.'S.il. ,
in Rural Missions, 116 sB, Winter, 1%1| Roger Burgess, "Self
Hel'i)'"."'* The Keiho'dist Layman, 20:35-36, March, I960.
'

agricultural improveisent must

personnel of existing agencies.
will not be practical in

(3)

Small tractors that

by native farmers

are

sidered in selecting

can

the

qualified

(2) Machine agriculture

some areas

for

a

long while.

be purchased and maintained

essential,

an

through

come

(k) Factors

to be

con

appropriate tractor include

ver

satility, fuel economy, cost, efficiency, weight, horsepower,
and

(5) Technical training for native farmers is

speed.

imperative. ^2

J,

Missions.

Wesley Ifeal.

"To

Il5s7, Fall, I960.

Help Conquer Hunger,"

?. COOPEBATIOH

There

several facets to the agricultural

are

opportunities

and

responsibilities regarding cooperation.

he must look upon himself as

First,

He is naturally

more

part of

important.

He will need to work very

economists, dieticians, public
other

numerous

specialists

to his work but who

a

team.

concerned about Iiis work than anyone

else*s but his work cannot justifiably be elevated
more

missionary's

are

being

as

closely with home

health nurses,

who may be less

doctors,

and

closely related

nevertheless equally vital to the

total program of Christian missions. ^3

Second,
his

own

he must

cooperate with government agencies of

and other nationalities which are

It is these

agencies

essentially secular.

to which he is indebted for most of the

technical knowledge which he possesses and to which he has
The

access.

agricultural missionary

needs to remember that

**technical aids become secular only if
of divine

missionj if

�We go with

a

with seeds,

pesticides, tractors,

we

are

sense

we

are
we

Cf,

go also

and other modem

not less dedicated to the command of

^3

secular."^

our

equipped

equipment,

lord."^^

frontispiece of this paper; Mead, 0�. cit.,

p. 196.

^ Better Field Programs,

p.

5-

Moomaw, "Foreword" to ^tter Field Program^,, p.

2.

k5
The largest secxxlar agencies providing assistance
Food and Agriculture

with native governments will

vital to the

are

increasingly

success

These working

carry out

multimiUion dollar dam for erosion and flood
and

hydro-electric power.

e.g.,

a

control,

Many state agricultural

experiment stations in the United States have

colleges

and

overseas

projects

which are

proving extremely helpful

work of their alumni and others.
State

projects

of agricultural missions hut

which cannot be, accomplished with local resources,

irrigation,

the

Organisation of the United nations and

the United States Bepattment of Agriculture.

which

are

A current

example is Kansas

College's Technical Cooperation Mission to India

JS&gpvLT Veterinary
the

Third,

at

College.^
agricultural missionary will

tmity to cooperate with

an

ever

Self

Movement,

have oppor-

increasing variety

gious and philanthropic agencies.
the Lord's Acre

to the

of reli

We have already mentioned

Help,

and

Agricultural Aids

Others include the Christian Eural Overseas

Foundation.

Program (CHOP), World Neighbors, Inc., and Heifers, Inc.,
to mention only

Fourth,

a

the

few*

agricultural missionary^

his continuous effort to

village people whom he

^ Cf

Hesearch,"

.

secure the

serves�will

Earl H, Moore,

Rural Hissions,

�

in addition to

cooperation of the
endeavor to

organise them

"Poultry Progress Through

116!?, Winter, 1961.

h6
Into local

for various purposes.

cooperatives

favorable economic and

political conditions

underdeveloped countries, coopeyatives

seem

With the

which

un

prevail in

to hold the

major hope for reasonably fulfilling the needs expressed in
Article 25 of the "tMiversal Declaration of Human Bights"

adopted by
in

reads,

the United Nations G-eneral

part,

follows

as

iissembly

in

ISkS

which

:

Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
for the health and well-being of himself and of his
family, including food, clothing, housing and medical
care and necessary social services, and the right to
security in the event of immployment, sickness, dis
ability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood
in circuiastances beyond his control. ^7

195^ survey, Huyal

In its

the laiited lations

the world have

Progress

reported

than 100,000,000

more

One of the main

valid

problem is

Mother

to

problems

in

Purpose,

^9

on

can

be as

family relationships. ^9
of

integrity required

Where standards of honesty

^iter H. C. Laves and Charles A. Thomson, imzsco�
j Indiana
Projtgress , Prospects (Bloomington, Indiana

University
^

than

organising cooperatives

high standard

organization's officers.

^7

more

that the created group

see

the

members,

families,"^

the group %^ich is based

as

of the

people

Cooperatives.

"cooperatives throughout

that

half of whom represent rural

is getting

through

Pre s s' ,

19^7

p.

"Cooperatives,"
Cf. Mead, 0�.

^35*

'Aaral Klssions,

ci^.,

p.

25^.

91**5, Suismer, 19^**"'

k7
in the local culture differ from the Christian

thej

so

widely do,

cooperatives have been seriously

some

.

Perhaps the most popular type
thrift society.

or

In

croppers.
interest

of cooperative is the

Many farmers, though nominally

for practical purposes only tenants

are

owners,

as

embeszlement 50

bampered by

credit

ethic,

seeking operating capital, they find

loans may

on

share

or

to 120 per cent.

run

that

i\mbitious

programs of land reform have often failed because there
was

no

of the credit system.

accompanying reform

51

other

cooperatives have been formed to facilitate marketing,

ptirchasing, health, education,
A

cooperative

is

a

and recreation.

5^2

voluntary association of people

who democratically control their business by giving each
m�5ber

a

single vote regardless of the number of shares

which he may

members

on

portionate
called

A moderate rate of interest

own.

their invested

capital.

to each member's

patronage refunds. 53

Dividends

businessf

these

is
are

are

paid

to

paid pro
sometimes

Officers usually include

5^ Cf. Bussell, 0�. cit.,

p.

If7^.

51 Cf.
Mead, 0�. cit., pp. 17B-79, l8l| Moomaw,

missions /Hy??, Summer, 1953; "Hevolving Loan Fund,
Pakistan," Rural Missions, 11^*7? Summer, I960.
52 Moomaw, Deep

53 Ibid.,

p.

Furrovrs ,

115.

pp.

115-16.

West

chairman and

vice-chairman,

managing ccsmnlttee, and (if
committee.

at least
a

credit

five

directors,

society)

a

a

credit

5^

A gronp of

agricitltural missionaries has listed the

following principles of �cooperatlve morality" which become

part of

the

experience of those involved in cooperatives j

and integrity in dealings
Justice, candor and fair play
Mutual trust and willingness to work together
Loyalty to cooperative principles and to one's group
Thrift and the wise use of funds
Efficiency and prc^ptness in meeting obligations
Spirit of mutual aid in practice, 5p

Honesty

in:.

KDUCATIOH

It is estimated timt Imlf the people of the world do
not Imow how to read and write--with the

running

over

ninety per

cent in some

illiteracy

rate

co\mtries.%

Illiteracy is not only an obstacle to economic progress
but to progress in the war on ignorance,
poverty, and
disease.
True, illiteracy is not synonymous with ig
norance,
Many illiterates have a great store of folk
knowledge and wisdom. But illiteracy makes for igno
rance of the discoveries of modern science on
hygiene
and health, agriculture, and
nutrition; and for i^orance of other peoples \tho live beyond the horizon.
Thus ignorance is usually linked with underproduction
and undernourishment, bad sanitary
conditions, and
endeanic disease,
Ik_is both a cause and a consequence
of such c(�aditions.5/
While literacy education is not
of the

a

direct responsibility

agricultural missionary, it is essential to the ful

fillment of his objectives and he shotad give every possible
assistance to those who do have literacy education
m&xf

as

a

pri-

responsibility, 5�
'^ere literacy is increasing,

supplying suitable literature.
rightly concentrated

on

so

is the problem of

Missionary translators have

working with the Scriptures but there

is dire need for the translation into native languages of at

56
The
p.

Pulpit
7l'�
57

Cf. Felton,
Laves and Thomson, o^. cit., pp. Ik5'-h6,
and the Plow (Hew lorkV I'riendship Press, I960),

Laves and

Thomson, 0�. cit,

.

p,

1^.

Better Field Programs , p. 1^.

50
least
are

a

of nimerous

parts

agricultural publications.

few examples from among those which I have acquired in

preparation for missionary service;

Vegetable Gardening in

the Tropics, 59 Smokeless Kitciiens for the

Hake

Following

a

Mashing

H&chine.^l

llillions.^Q

How to

Centennial, A Hew Sweet Potato

Possible Uses for Waste Rice Hulls to Building

Variety

Materials and Other Products, ^3 planting and Harvesting

Seasons for Africa and West

A^ia,^

and A Text-book of West

African Agriculture.
There are two primary and interrelated methods of
education� imaobile institutions and mobile extension.

Church-related and other educational institutions

crowi^ed everywhere.

59

Many of these have helpful

are over-

courses

in

Horman E. Childers, et al., Circular No. 32
Puerto Hico: 0SBA Federal asperlment Station,

(Kayaguez,
1953), 1^

PP*

60 s. P.
Haju, g^.

0�. cit., 8

,

26 pp.

pp.

^2 Julian C.
Killer, et al., Circular lo. 63 (Baton
Louisiana:
Agricultural
Experiment Station, I960),
Houge,
k pp.

^3 John H. Hough and Harold T.
3arr, Bulletin Ho.
507 (Baton Houge, Louisiana: Agricultural :3xperiment Station,
1956), 36 pp.

6^ lone Bauman, FA3-M-90 (Washington, D.C.s USDA
Foreign Agricultural Service, I960), 60 pp.

65

1953), 399

F.

H,

pp.

Irvine (London: Oxford University Press,

51

agriemlture but the most successful method for agricultural
missions has been extension education where the teacher goes
to the student instead of vice versa.

The task of extension is to help rural families apply

science to the day-by-day routine of
farming, hom^king,
and other aspects of rural living,
^^bttenslon is awayfrom-the-classroom education. .
Hxtension education
teaches people what to want as well as how to work out
ways of satisfying these wants.^^
.

At

of the seminars

one

on

,

extension methods for mT&l

missionaries sponsored by the United States Department of

Agriculture,

the following characteristics of extension

service

outlined:

were

1.

It is degjiocratic; the agent works with the people in
carrying out plans that are mutually agreed upon,

2.

^pbasis

3.

Agents

k.

There is continuityi
seem to "add up."

5.

Agents work according
goals

is upon

are

helping people

active and

alert,

to

help themselves.

but not

records are

kept

"competitive,"
and

to carefully made

things

plans and

.

6.

Extension service is cooperative�works with all
other appropriate agencies.

7.

Bnlists,

8.

Works with either

9.

Loyalty

trains and uses volunteer leaders.

individuals,

families

or

groups,

of agents to each other and to associates.

66 Bdmund de S.
Brunner, Irwin T. Sanders, and Douglas
Iniiainger, Farmers of the World (Hew York: Columbia University

Press,

19^5),

p.

1.

52
10.

Concentrates

on

11.

special projects, according to need
*

season.

Vsm demonstration and planning method rather than

much

12,

lecturing

or

talking.

Success is measured in terms of response of people
and extent to vhich improved practices are
adopted. ^7
An effective extension worker must understand:

a.

The nature of the acceptance process.

h.

The values and
he must work.

c.

The formal and informal group
his area.

d*

The availability and most
communications

of the

aspirations

people with whom

relationships

appropriate

use

within

of

isass

.

e.

The sequence and
in acceptance of

interrelationships
new

of influences

ideas.

From �Kxt^sion work in the United States,
learned these two basic principles:
advanced scientific information

practices
getting

of the comnon farmer,

new

can

(2)

(1)

-jvm

we

have

the most

be translated into the
The best method for

practices adopted and disseminated is the result

demonstration. ^9

extension worker will

use

a

variety

of

67 Baymond Mass and Keith Salmonson, "Service Training
in .Extension Methods for Hural Missionaries," xlural Kissions,

72:^, Autumn, 19^9.
Ho. 15 (-^es,
State College,

People Accent Hew Ideas. Special Report
Iowa: Agricultural Extension Service, Iowa

^ral

1955),

p.

11.

Kissions and Htaman ^eeds, p. 6.

?3
means

aoqiaaint people with the meaning

to

strations,

among them the

Personal

of result demon

folloidJigi

informal conversation

contacts,

Group discussions, questions and

answers

.^:ixi-iibitions and fairs
Visual aids� films and slides
Literature and literacy classes
Drama, songs and games
iiduca-cional or observation trips.
and lectures are

Speeches

rarely used.

C^e of the most fruitful

been the development of
in introducing this

States,

c<Mspetition but,
group

a

as

to

youth clubs.

to cultural differences.
for

some

example,

Ikjwever,

involves

a

must

Work

great deal of

peoples, standing out fron the

winner or loser Is

coB^jetition

similar

or

ext^sion work has

idea, the agricultural missionary

give due consideration
in the United

phases of

does appear to be

highly undesirable.

Where

appropriate, certain safeguards

should be observed:
1.

2.

Let the prise be related to the project, like yam,
threads, seeds, baby chicks, a book or some tools.
Hfeve it stress the educational aspects of club work,
trip to a csanf erence or to observe home and farm
Improvements in another area. Expect the winner to
bring something back to his club.
a

of skilled and

impartial Judges.

3.

Hake

h*

Use the occasion of announcing the awards as an
opportunity for encouraging good performance and
setting forth the goals of youth work.

sure

70 Hoomaw, Peep Furrows,

p.

35.

5if
5,
6.

Iteke clear the fact that the amrd is secondary and
that all worthy achievesent is a prize.
It is
or

generally advisable to have some form of griae
recognition within reach of all who strived.^^

The *f-H

principles

loyalty (heart), larger

(health),

are

of clearer

service

thinking (head), greater

(hands),

and better health

worthy of miiversal application. 72

Scouting programs also may mph&sXzQ agricultural
endeavors

through such

71 Ibid.

.

pp.

aeans

as

merit awards. 73

111-12.

72 Cf T. A. Erickson, The Chiirch and h^E Clubs
(Hinneapplls , Minnesota! Department of i'ub'iic Services ,
G^eral Kills, Inc., 19^), 18 pp.; Procedures in Rural
.

Burl A, Slocum, "if-iTSlub Work
His sions , 86j5, Spring, 1953?
"Japanese ir-ll Club Projects," 'Hural
Missions. 89:2,
195^fj Henry Seften, "Gleanings from
Hural "^outh Programs," Bural Kissions. 107:7� Fall, 1958j
Buane Davidson. "^H Worfe' in if epal . '" l^ral Kissions
113:8,
Spring* I960 (rr<�i national Wl News ) ; P J KacGlinchey
(Korea;, "The H�H Club and the Catholic Missioner," Rural
Missions, 11516, Fall, I960 (froEi Kission Bulletin of Hong

Heconft ruction, pp.

in the'" Philippines .
Ifeivld Y. Takahara,

"

27-285
_BBr�l

Winter",

'

.

.

.

Kong).
New

''^
l2Z Scout Handbook. Sixth Edition (Hew Brunswick,
JerseyTiTational douncil , Boy Scouts of America, 1959 )j

pp.

359, 370-77.
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PKHSOMEL

ni,

When the

population

of the United States

was

nantly rural, most of the missionaries naturally
rural

backgrounds

improvemmts

even

and were able to assist in

without

in the United States only

specialised
one

ppedoal-

agricultural

training.?^

person in 23 is

But today

farmer75

a

the number of missionaries with rural backgrounds is

Thus

missionaries need to

pondingly

small.

in formal

agricultural education during

more

from

came

their

and

corres

specialize

preparation.

This number did not rise above 100 during the first half of
the twentieth

century^^

last decade.

Today there

economics

but it has

raissionaries?^

are

more

about 260

than doubled In the

agricultural

and home

but this amounts to less than

one

7^
force from North America.
per cent of the total laissionary
These

are

serving under

more

than fifty different mission

llunnlcut and Held, o^. cit., pp. 15-16.

75 "farmer Feeds
Agriculture 'Weekly Hews

23," Pennsylvania Department of
196^
Builetin, h^n, August

76 Cf. Hunnicut and aeid, m� cit., pp. 18, 160}
HurarMis sions, 10b j 2,
Moomaw, "Some New Developments,**
1959.
V/inter,

77 "Hural Reconstruction and World Missions," Bural
Missions, 116 si, Winter, 1961.

78

Cf

.

Felton, The Pulpit and the Plow,

p.

Tl*

56
Isimrds in

many different

as

conntries79

that there

so

are

vast gaps in the work of agricnltnral missions.

To help compoasate for the shortage of agricultural

specialists,

a

number of theological seminaries have made

arrangements for prospective missionaries to take

courses

Other

in agriculture at nearby agricultural colleges.

seminaries have established shorter lectureships to broaden
the

preparation

of their students for rural service. ^1

Agricultural Missions, Inc.,
colleges of agriculture
of

in

cooperation with various

Department

and the TJhited States

Agricu3.ture, annually

sionaries varying in length frcaa

for rural mis

courses

sponsors
a

few days to

a

few months. ^2

Hotable among institutions for training national
workers

are

Allahabad

Agricultural Institute

the Christian Hural Service and

in

Training Center

IndiaSS
in

and

Japan. ^

Haster List of Agricultural His slonaries

(Kew lorks

Agricultural Missions, Inc., I960),

Bo Cf

IM- pp.

Felton, The Pulpit and the Plow, pp.
Hur&l Missions and HufflinBeeds, pTT5.
Si Cf

.

.

"Martha R. Jones Lectureship

iiSPury Seminary Advance,

^2 Cf

.

11+6-^^75

Established,"

March, 1961.

"AnnouncOTent , " Hural Missions,

11^:8, Suismer,

1960.

83

�f raining of Village

Workers,"

Hural Missions

,

85S6, Winter, 19538^ "Rural Leadership Training�^apan,"
11^j7, Summer, I960.

Hural

Missions,

57
These and siisilsr institutions seek to

the folloiding

implement

goals:
to create vision and
he done.

perspective of the

work to

1.

Help

2.

Encourage precision and integrity in methods of
working
.

3.

Teach the Bible and the elements of Christian faith.

Impart information necessary for effective living in
the church and community. "5^
To
is

keep workers alert

emphasized

field

and

growing,

in-service training

in the form of refresher courses,

counselling, institutes,

placed in the following

and

workshops,

conferences, with emphasis

areas:

and results

1,

Evaluation of methods

2.

Standards of achievement and in-service growth

3,

Counseling

h.

Making available

5,

Inspiration

6.

specific problems

<m

new

our

work.

�

skills, information and supplies

fellowship

and

Interpretation of
to

used,

�

new

movements and their

.^^

Local institutes are

particularly

volunteer workers who have neither the
attend some distant

^5 Hoomaw,

S7 Ibid.,

institution*^?

Deep Furrows , p. 60.

p.

59.

significance

needed for

means

nor

part-time

the time to

58
The agricultural

missionary

reliance and initiative
as

so

needs to encourage self-

that he may discover the natural

v/ell as the formal leaders.

He \d.ll

hlEself and in national workers those

idthout which

even

the best formal

Some of these

seek to maximize in

(Qualities

of

training will be inef

listed by

a

African workers as follows?

kindness,

love for the

Christian home

of

fective.

life,

a

were

sense

good study habits , confidence,

leaderS;hip

conference of

people,

mission, personal discipline,
vision and

insight, patience,

religious devotion, humility, willingness to work hard,

enthusiasm, persistence,

and

strong

convictions.^^

CHAPTER III

.iGHICULTtniilL HISSIOMS IH AFRICA

As maitioned in the first chapter of this paper,

one

of the earliest agricnltnrists to enter foreign aisslon
service

Cornell's William C. Bell who went to Africa in

was

Many of the problems which he ^countered

1897.

facing agriciatnral missionaries in Africa
Some of these conditions in Africa

later.

themselves

on

with

politically, socially,

more

iifrica."-^

independent countries

1960,^

half-centnry

a

forcing

are

earth today

probably

the move, than

still

the world's attenticaa more than ever before

becanse "there is

change,

are

no

For

area

on

example,

in Africa in

alive

and economically

there

1955

more

but

were

on

only five

twenty-two in

Along with all this, the agricultural missionary
for rare

spots such

must face the fact

that, except

lower Hile

of all the continents Africa is the

regicaa,

in agricultural

resources.

Most Africans

are

as

the

poorest

3

continuously lumgry,

a

large factor

^ Mutual Security
Proaim^^Fiscal Year 196Q**A g^^ry
S, Govemnent Printing
Presentation (vlashington, D.C,: U
Office, im)f p. 93.
.

2

Afif I, Tannous, "The Hew Africa

Problems,"

Foreign ACTiculture,

�

Promise and

25s3? May, 1961.

3 Cf. Russell, 0]D. cit., p� l82.
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in the

widespread lassitude

of the

FAO

people.

reports

indicate that the average African consumes only about
calories per day while

3,000.^
where

minimum satisfactory diet requires

a

Slven where calories

malnutrition.

2,300

are

sufficient,

there is much

and minerals are

F&ts, vitamins,

scarce

every

along with proteins except in occasional pastoral

tribes.

V/idespread infestation with

worms

also causes

assimilation of nutrients that shoxad be nourishing human
bodies.
be

The unhealthy victims of such conditions

can

expected to coiaprise vigorous institutions such

churches, schools,

or

As in other

and agriculture
rainfall.

as

goveiments.?

parts of the world,

are

hardly

native vegetation

governed prim^irily by tojiperature and

Temperatures

in Africa

aminfall is generally seasonal.
result in famines. 6

A wide

are

generally high

and

Prolonged droughts often

variety

of food crops

are

grown

but those high in carbohydrates generally predominate,

being

cassava

one

of the most

popular.

Sorghums and millets

^ Cf.
Bimnett, 0�. cit., p. 19^.

5 Cf, aussell.

fjirom ^he Laci^,

pp.

op.

cit., p.

2S-3l5 l^ton,

23^1 Felton, Hope

p. �'Sj'^rackson Davis, Thomas M.
Africa Advancing (Hew lork: Friendship Press,

163-1(5'+.

6 Cf.
Kussell, �|f
pp. 1�2.

Hises

Pulpit and ^he How.
Campoell, and J^^rgaret VIrong,
The

�ii�>

PP*

19^5),

182^8V| Bauman,

pp.

o�. cit.

,
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are

grown more

widely than any other grains hut much of them

is used for making beer. 7

foreign

since

agriculture has usually been motivated
economic gain than

fare, cash

by

an

concern

crops like coffee and tobacco

more

a

as

eSLsh crops of African agriculture are

work.^

ducts listed in order of

(15^).^

trade, with

value,

(29^),

is

coffee

as

promoted

Indeed,

some

ma^or farm pro

follows!

(25^)

>

Africa's

cocoa

cotton

(21^),

(75^),

and

During the 1955-58 period, 62^ of the total

value of Africa's

exports

these crops economically

iras

agricultural.^^

seems

to

require

a

Producing

plantation system

in order to have the skilled management which is needed.
the

agricultural missionary

7 Cf. Bussell,

Farm

the

mostly those which

nothing to human nutrition.

share of the world export

fruit

scientific

to the end of

means

securing higher income for their mission

edible fats and oils

desire for

Even missionaries have

attention than food crops.

or

a

interest in native health and wel

crops have generally received

contribute little

by

more

with African

and others have

cit.,

p.

seen

But

how this tends

23^.

9 "iifrica 's Share of V/orld Export Trade in Some Jfajor
Products," Foreign Agriculture, 25j28, May, 1961.
10 Tannous,
o�.

cit.,

p.

3.
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to weaken family and commnnity life.
these

important foundations

can

taining economical production

raising

V/here cattle

can

of

be

raised,
are

bride-price.

fertility, the

parasites which, in

of any domestic animals

quality because they

part

if sufficient education is

deficiency in animal proteins is largely the

result of diseases and
vent the

strengthened while main

be

farmers.l^

obtained by the small
The

It is believed that

manure

a

numbers

wide areas, pre

except poultry,

are more

symbol of social standing

Instead of livestock
is

important

frequently

than

or a

enhancing soil

used for fuel

or

plastering,"^^
Even to the pagan

In addition to

significance.
tainer of

between

life,

land has

African,

being

the

a

spiritual

producer and

it receives the dead and forms

past, present,

and future

a

link

generations. -^3

The

sus-

re-

sentasent against white settlers is understandable when they

take,

either

directly

\^ch they need and

or

indirectly,

wiant.-^^

land from the Africans

His resemblance to other white

^1 Cf.

Davis et

12 Cf.

Bussell, 0�. cit.,

al., og. cit.,
pp.

pp.

97-98.

237-38.

13 Cf. Dean, o�. cit., p. 158.
1^ Cf.
Dean, 0�. cit. pp. 165-66; Joseph B. Webb,
"How Methodism Is Serving Many Baces in South Africa,"
Christian Advocate, 129*12, July 8, 195^.
,
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farmers thus gives the agricultural missionary
hurdle to

additional

overcome,

iklthough there
some

an

places, vast

are

areas

real shortages of arable lend in

are

still undeveloped.

For

example,

the amount of cultivated land could he at least doubled in

Angola, Congo, Ethiopia, Sudan, and Uganda. 15
usual

of land is

area

required

because of the native
After

short

a

even

Hore than the

for subsistence farming

practice of shifting cultivation.

period of tillage,

the land is allowed to

return to forest or savanna and new land is cleared.

fallow
means

period

does much to restore fertility -^ere

is either available

or

practiced.

no

The
other

Some improvement

has be^ developed in this syst^ by establishing regular
corridors for rotations of alternating crops and forests. 16

Tropical
The

reasons.

soils are

high temperatures

plant residues that

position

of

possible

to maintain

the soil.

generally infertile for several

Mtrates,

a

encourage such

are

decom

it is difficult if not im

desirable level of organic matter in

vital in the synthesis of

fixed (made available for absorption iiito the
bacteria which

rapid

stimulated by

calcium,

a

proteins,

p3Lant)by

scarce

certain

element in

15 Cf. Tannous, o^. cit,, p. 3.
16 Cf. W, Hensies '^/hitelaw, "Africa," Gollier's
Encyclopedia t I, p. lV7j Felton, The .Pulpit and the Plow,

pp. 13-14.

are

6if
tropical soils,

the nitrates

are

extr^ely soluble that,

so

along Tifith other essential soluble elements, they
leached downward through the soil

heavy tropical rains. -^^

and/or

in some areas,

tmperatur� enough

carried away

readily

by

the natives have

by cultivating crops

learned to slow down these processes
under light shade.

are

The shade and fallen leaves lower soil
to glow down the

decomposition

and leaching.

Wh^ the first missionaaries entered Africa it was

sidered

a

land of abandance.

"The world's greatest

More

has been called

recently it

potmtial hunger

area.

con

"19

the

Formerly,

subsistence methods of agriculture kept the population almost

stationary, but recently it

has been

rapidly increasing

a

as

result of health services, better living conditions, and
cessation of devastating tribal

increased,

so

the former.
water

supply

cropping,

and

hag the
The
so

wars.

population,

As food

has

but the latter faster than

people naturally gather
that there has been much

overgrazing.

production

near

centers of

overcrowding,

over

This has led to serious erosion

problems along with increasing depletion of

soil

fertility

so

that greater need for food production is met with reduced

p.

236.

17 Cf. Castro, 0�. cit., p. ^5 Russell, 0�. cit.,
18 Cf. Davis et al., 0�. cit., p. 102�
19 Cited by Moomaw, "The Present�Let's Pace
Rural Missions, 110s 3, Sutmer, 1959-

It,"
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20
food-produciog capacity.
form of

i^ere cattle are considered

wealth, deforestation

overgrazing

are

21
especially acute.

The agricultural mis

sionary is especially concerned to help the people
the Gospel ought to he

from

resulting

and erosion

a

see

how

to make Christians good

applied

stewards of the God-given soil. 22
!Ehe time-honored hoe may he

well-adapted

to culti

vating irregular patches of ground hut considerable revision
of Africa's land tenure systms will have to be made if

Fairly large

mechanisation is to proceed successfully.
fields of rectangular shape
tractor such
Aids

as

for

Also,

transportation

agriculture

for farm

are

commercial

well

as

as

at work.

,

pp.

scale,

better

developed. 23

be

purchasing

farmers, especially

Sussell, 02,. cjt.

21 Cf.
Dean, 0�.
22 Cf

on a

products must

the income of many African

cultural missionaries

chapter of this

in the second

Cooperative marketing

20 Cf,

small

a

that introduced in Africa by Agricultural

Foundation, mentioned

paper.

desirable even for

are

Other

is raising

where

agri

cooperative

I63, 235,

cit,, pp, 159-60,

John H, Keisner, "Christian Action in Africa,"
Bural Missions, 91:7, Summer, 195^; Newell 3. Booth, This Is
TOlca 3out'li"of the Sahara (Hew York: Friendship Press,
,

^

vmr, pT^.
23 Cf. Bussell, 0�. �li�>
p.

P-

236; Tannous, o�. cit.,
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endeavors which

raising the level of living for small

are

farmers toclnde credit unions and e^vtension services >

Illiteracy is

agricultural

or any

one

of the most formidable barriers to

other kind of education in Africa.

63%

at

illiteracy rate for Congo is estim&ted

and most areas south of the Sahara it is over

radio stations

are

The

and for

Sgypt

80^^.^?

Some

producing agricultural programs but these

reaching relatively few people. 26

are

Most of the
in some technical

agricultural missionaries
of

aspect

agriculture

specialists

are

but much needs to be

taught concerning the sociological aspects, which

are

even

complex than technology, 27

more

One

greatly needed improvement in African agriculture

is the fusion of crop and livestock

will be

But this

coffipl^entary.

enterprises

so

that they

requires nearly steady work

the year round and the African is accustoaM to long slack

periods
of

during the dry

as

improved agriculture,

To receive the benefits

season*

he must

change

some

of his ideas

about the value of leisure. 28

2^ Cf. Tannous,
pp.

loc.

cit. %

Davis

et

12^-25.
25 Cf.

Laves and

Thomson, 0�. cit.,

al., o]). cit.,
p.

1^,

26 Cf*
Ifeory and Kyrta Ross, Africa Disturbed (Hew
York*

Friendship Press, 1959),

p.

12^^

27 Cf. Davis et al., 0�. c|t

28

Cf.

Russell, 0�. cit..

p.

.

,

p.

239.

13^.
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Another problem is the prevalence of gerontocracy.
Youth need to

respect their elders but implementing improved

agricultural practices learned from missionaries
ment workers is often dependent

on the

govern

or

adventurous

spirit

of

youth. 29
Whether young

or

to relate his Christian

which we have

an

example

old,

the African farmer must learn

experience to his daily life, of
in the following prayer:

0 Lord, long ago otir cattle died because of ticks s we
But now
lost our herds from sickness caused by ticks.
we have dip tanks in our land, and every week the men
and the boys take our cattle to the dip where they are
driven through the medicine which kills the ticks.
Now our cattle do not die.
0 Father, we thank thee that we have a dip tank for the
We can be washed in that dip tank and the
soul also.
medicine kills the ticks of jealousy, hatred, lust,
dishonesty, anger, lying. How we do not need to die
We thank thee for this
of sin caused by these ticks.

great blessing.
In much of

bility

Africa, gardening is primarily

of the women.

for female

Amen.SC

Where this is

agriculturists but few

true,

are

very few of either sex are available.

personnei at

a

there is

available.

responsi
a

In

need

fact,

The lack of trained

all technical and administrative levels is one

29 Cf. i^ory Hoss, -ifrican j-Ieritage (lew York:

Friendship Press, 1952), up. 26-29; Charles Britt, "To the
Highest Bidder," V/orkers with Youth, 1389, January, I960.
30 Cited by Dorothy McConnell, Along the African
Path (New York: Board of Missions and Church .^^xtension of
fhe Methodist Church, 1952), p. 102.
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of the foremost

problems in African agriculture.

particularly critical

where foreign

personnel

This is

have left the

country in large numbers following independence,

as

in the

Congo. ^"^
The rural
as

population

of Africa is variously estimated

^2
being between 72^ and 96$ of the total.

servative estimate

250,000,000

are

Africa there

are

means

180,000,000

cultivators of the soil.

of Africa's

Since,

in all of

33
only about 80 agricultural missionaries,

it appears that there is

2,000,000

that

sven the con

farmers.

awakening continent

Such

an
a

average of

one

for more than

ratio cannot change the

of Africa

great

overnight but God is using

this dedicated little group to effect significant changes

Within the ever-widening

area

of their influence.

We shall

look at some of their activities in the following sections
of this

chapter.

31 Cf. Tannous, Q�. cit., p. ^.

32 Cf. loc. cit. I C. Melvin Blake, �Bural Africa,"
Adult Student t-''Tfs2yr3'anuary, I960.
33 Cf
pp. 1-^.

.
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Missionaries,
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I.

iingola's ^,500,000 people

Of

sqtmre

miles,

more

About 110,000

approximate
sugar,

AHC-OLA

are

than

90^

Europeans.

are

ij<8l,000

over

engaged in agricnlttire.

The

principal products

order of volume are cassava,

corn,

in

coffee,

beans, sisal, peanuts, palm oil, cottonseed, rice,

wheat, palm kernels, cotton, meat,
provides about
is

scattered

and castorbeans.

half the value of all

Coffee

exports, although

it

only M^^ of the coffee involved in world trade, and about

half of it goes to the United States.

produced

on

about

Most of the coffee is

500 L^uropean-owned, plantations,

a

factor

in recent violence in Angola. 3^
The
at

Luanda,

Melange,
to

pioneer missionary bishop, William Taylor, landed
the

capital of Angola, in 1885.

200 miles to the

east,

he found

an area

agriculture and appointed to work there

from

Vermont, Samuel

and Ardella Mead. 35^

Pushing

a

on

to

well suited

farming couple

Today several

3^

Cf. Snider W. Skinner, "The Hew Geography of Africa,"
Foreign Agriculture t 25sl^� Ka^y* 1961s Motes on the Mricultural Econoinies oT^the Countries in Africa: Ill-'-^stern and
Southern Africa < ?iiS-L'-65 (Washingl^on, D.C. : t^^^DA Foreign
Agricultural Service, 1959), PP. 2-7; I^obert G. Woolbert and
Hilton S. Meutner, "Angola." Collier [s :2ncyclopedia , II, p^ll;
"News Notes," The ^5ethodist Layman, 21:32. June, 1961 t "The
Moving Finger :?rltes." World Outlook, 21:^3, July, 196I5
Russell, 0�. cit., pp. 271-72.

35 Cf William Taylor, The rlamiog Torch in Darkest
Africa (Hew York; liiaton and Mains, 1^9^), p.""6757~
.
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Methodist agpiciilturists

Kalange, especially

are

at the

Quessua Mission featured

frontispiece of this paper.
named

uated

The central

train5.ng school is

is located

on

than half of which is tillable.
on

the mission

In

property.

a

tract of

8,500

was

taken with

19^ Loyd

building and maintenance

he was enabled to devote full time to
ment when the staff

was

acres,

line villages are sit
Schaad

appointed to the agricultural departm^t, but much
time

the

on

Taylor Institute in honor of Bishop Taylor. 36

Taylor Institute
more

serving in the vicinity of

needs.

was

of his

In

1959

agricultural develop

augmented by V/arren Jackson from

Asbury College to work in the practical arts phase of the
mission school.

Some

agriculture

all students in the primary

courses

must be taken by

school, high school,

Considemble extension work is also done,

such

as

and seminary.

the dis

tribution of improved breeds and varieties of day-old chicks
and frtiit-tree seedlings. 37

36 Cf

The Central Training School of The Methodist
(�eT7orST Board of Kissions
of The Metfibdist Church, n.d.), 12 pp.
.

Church--Taylor'"Tnstit;uie-^

37 Cf Barbara ll. Lewis, editor, Hethodist Overseas
Kissions� Gaseteer and StatlBtics (New lorks ^oard of Kissions
orlBe Methodist' Church, 1^56) 'pp. 12-13? Betty H. Stevick,
"Farm the I*and, Heap Hew Christians," Africa Christian Advo
.

,

Xavi er Feraido , "irrom*''^m
.^frica Christian Advocate, 18:6,
i/arren and Lois Jackson, "First" Impres-

cate, 16 $10-11, April- June,

to Mission to Rural

1958 1

Center,"

January-March, 1961?
Africa Christian Advocate,
sions by a New Missionary Couple,
l8:5� April- Jirne, I960 5 conversations with Loyd Schaad; personal correspondence and newsletters from several missionaries
in Angola.
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At

Dondi,

several hundred miles

outstanding work has been done by

Dr.

south of Quessua,
Allen T,

United Church of Canada and his colleagues.
been given to traveling schools with

in

Much energy has

emphasis

on

improvements
and fam

nutrition, sanitation, impl�fiaents, conservation,

A staff of four missionaries with African assist

ily life.

ants goes to
and

a

village for four

five days of discussions

or

demonstrations, sometimes confronting

people in

a

single group. 3^

Mrs,

dry

laany as

1,500

or m.ore

during the

Girls aged fourteen to tw^ty who have not

season.

pleted elementary school participate in
includes

as

Knight has been active in

conducting brides' schools for two months

a

com

program which

reading, arithmetic, hygiene, pottery, basketry,

recreation, agriculture, singing, Bible study,
At

ISiight of the

nearby Bela 7ista, all ministers

are

and

worship. 39

trained at iimanuel

Theological Seminary only after preliminary studies at Currie
Institute which include

agriculture

and handicraft

s.^^

3B Cf. Allen T. I-nlght, "For the V/hole of Life,"
Rural Missions, 830-6, Summer, 1952; Allen T. Knight,
*Travel'ing 'iiicKools in Angola," Ilural Kissions, 89:3, winter,
195^+5 W. Sidney Gilchrist, "Pilot Projects in Rural BetterHural Missions,
'

i^lplt and theTlow

,

pp

98il-3, Spring, 1956? Felton,
.

The

33 > 150.

39 Cf. Lleanor C. Knight, "Brides' Schools," Hural
Bkt3, Autumn, 1952.

Kissions,

^ Cf

.

Felton, The Pulpit

and the Plow,

p.

150.
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The Foor Htrral Life School at Llende

temporary quarters in 19^8 with classes

in

is^as

begun in

Portugese, 3ible,

general science, agriculture, and village problems.
and wives

study together whenever possible.

standing missionaries
wife is

a

One of the out

at tills station is Carl H.

home economist,

Husbands

Jille whose

Foor School enrolls youth from

nine different mission stations of the United Church of Canada
and the Congregational Christian Churches who
serve

two thousand

carried

on

villages.

are

trying to

Very fruitful extension work is

by volunteer workers

with assistance from the

missionaries and village leaders trained at Foor School.

Sfephasis is

more

on

practical applications than

on

theories. ^1

Dill�, "Foor Hural TI?G""'Schooi in im^a," Rural
Kissions, Skt^t Autumn, 1952! John A. Reuling, "iilen3e
Mission Station,*' Rural Missions, 90 $3? Spring, 195^? Carl
and Lois Dille, "Angola .^.tension Program," I-airal Missions,
95:3, Summer, 1955$ Carl H, Dille, "Folk Betterment -ixtension
Work," Hural Missions, 103:7-S, Summer, 1957? John A.
Heu3.ing, "Rural Life Schools, Angola," Hural Kissions,
106s6, Summer, 1956.
Carl R.
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cmimom

12.

Of Car.erotm's four riillion

directly engaged In agriculture.
Ap-proxlmately

peans.

a

in

approximate

potatoes

and yams,

coffee.

Even

200,000

Several

agricultural land.

The

order of volume

cassava,

and

sorghums, sv;eet

Presbyterian agriculturists

Other

85^

about

that most of the
were

are

the most notable is Rene

at work in

Hyter who

1926 and studied agriculture

positions

giving full time to

the

of

agricultural work.

sugar cane,

proved chickens.

at Cornell

He

points out

missionaries, regardless of their
in some way

oranges,

came

leadership have prevented his

agricultural workers.

missionaries introduced tomatoes, corn, mangoes,
papayas,

of

exports .^^

Probably

assignments,

are

prin

com, oil palm fruit, peanuts, cocoa, and

from Switzerland in

1938.

i^uro-

country's 183,000

new

land, agricultural products comprise

Caaeroun.

are

are

though commercial crops occupy only 20;.a of the

Cameroxm's total

in

as

plantains, tare, millet

bananas and

farm

About

third of the

square miles is classified

cipal products

people, nearly 90)^

formal

liarly

cocoa,

grapefruits, leiaons,

and im

Boarding schools cultivated large gardens

along with teaching better gardening methods and introducing

^2 Cf. Skinner, "The New Geography of Africa," p.
Notes on the AKricultural .�^conomieg of t^ Countries �n
;.frica: it^Gen^al and ./estern Africa, pp. 8-11.

1^5

7k
their students to improved varieties.
program

now

headed by Mr.

building, gardening,
training.

His

Above

all,

we

Hyter is concerned with soil

field crops,

philosophy

Uhe agricultural

livestock,

and vocational

is suimed up in these words s

shall seek to become identified

more

clearly ^d.th the people of Africa to learn from them
and work with them in making better use of all the
v/e believe
talents and resources God has provided,
that Africa can become a great radiant continent and
not the "dark continent" we have pictured so hope*^
lessly in the past. ^3

^3 Bene l^ter, "Toward Balanced Farming in
Cf. personal
Hural Kissions. 79:2, Summer, 1951.
pondence with Mr. I^er.

Africa,"
corres-
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COHGO

111.

Because of unsettled conditions in the

the Congo, any statements
but

our

based

treatment of

on

are

of

liable to considerable error,

agricultural missions

there will be

the latest information which is available.

comprehensive and up-to-date

most

Republic

coverage of

The

Congo agri

culture known to the author is The Agricultural Economy of
the Belgian
In an
has a

of nearly

area

population

Suropeans before
atrocities,
value for

and Huanda-Urundi

Congo

fhe

1957

of

910,000

13,700,000,

^
.

square isiles, the Congo

of whom about

many of them left

100,000

following the independence

principal agricultural products

were

v/ere

in order of

coffee, palm oil, cotton, rubber, palm

kernel oil, palm kernels, palm kernel cake, cocoa, peanut

oil,

cottijnseed oil, tea, and bananas.

ities, though

valued at nearly

by production

of

3130,000,000,

were

surpassed

nonagricultural commodities (notably minerals)

valued at more than

prise about kO^ of
are

Agricultural cossmod-

$300,000,000.
the

Agricultural products

Congo's total sports.

employed in agriculture, about QQ%

com

Host Congolese

of them living in

^ Skinner, FAS-K~88 (V/ashington, D.C: USDA Foreign

Agricultural Service, I960), 52

pp.

"busla" villages. ^5

erate,^

decided

a

63:^

the Congo is estimated to be

bajadicap

to

agrictatural

or

illit

any other

kind of education.

Charles B.

Eev.

at the Kikongo

supplies

a

Smith opened his agricultural work
in

Baptist station

1929

His department

variety of food and other materials for the

several hundred

Classes

people at Kikongo.

agriculture, nutrition, and hygiene.
siirrounding

doodie in

�

areas

were

giv^

for breeding purposes in his

clear to those he

taught in

Much work has been

to raise the level of food pro

To upgrade native

duction and living conditions.

jbsproved roosters

are

to each rural

parish.

to

use

Smith makes it

Mr.

helps that his work is

pastor

poultry,

done for Christ's

sake. ^7

tural missions at various levels.

s^Elnary

at

Bolenge, students

culture each year.

k5

active in

Disciples of Christ Church Is

the

Cf.

are

In their

given

a

Each student maintains

Skinner, "The

agricul

theological

course
a

in agri

garden plot

Geography of Africa,"

Hew

p.
to

16

tb^
Botes on the A^:tricultural
Vestem Africa, pp. 2-75 i^lhert
tm^T^fT:::C&aiT&l

Bconomigs^of

llfmST-nBetgiiSrTongoT^cit.,
299-300; Hussell, o^.
^ Cf,

Laves and

'

pp.

s

Cg^,Meg,

Jncvclopedia

,

III,

pp.

272-53.

Ihomson, o^. c�t,^

p.

1^.

Agricultural Missionary?" (from
Grusflder, February, 195^) � Rural Missions, 90t5, Spring.
Ufe"

k7

(^rom

Cf

.

"What Is

Charles E. Smith,
Congo Hews).

FeltonTThe raCFit

an

"AgH:c^n:ture

and the

Abund^t

Rural Kissions, 72j8, Auttmn,
and th'el'low, pp. 33-3^�

19^9|

and

gradtmtes in

of th�

some

the

villages

living from their gardens.

of their

excellent demonstration

plots

These,

for their

nearly half

earn

of eonrse, are

neighbors >8

About half of the agricultural missionaries assi,pied

to the Congo

are

Methodists, there being

some

type

of

agri

cultural classes and/or extension work at most of the

Methodist

stations.^

One of the newest agriculturists is

the Bev. C, Dean Freudenberger , at Sandoa since 1956*
station farm has

l,000*per-year
dairy herd.
Africans in
Plans

are

cattle,

a

a

swine

rabbit

unit,

a

poultry flock

enterprise,

and the

of

The

1,000,

beginnings

of

a
a

Considerable help has been given to nearby

obtaining

and

using their

underway for developing

a

and other

plant nursery,

own

farm machinery.

herd of beef

enterprises

to

breeding
produce

improved stock for dissemination to surrounding villages.
The

primary goal

is to

help develop

a

stronger rural

econ-

oiny which will strengthen both churches and schools.

^ Cf Felton, fhe Pulpit and the Plow, pp. 150-518
Hobgood, "Africair%portuni'ty�" too^^ Mssiong, 91?^j
Summer, 195^5 Vera G. OapWi "Pisa Building Construction,"
Bural Missions, 9983, Summer, 1956.
.

H.

C,

^9
pp.

Cf

.

Master List of Agricultural Missionaries,
cit. , pp. l5-2�5.

1-25 Lewis, og.

50 Cf C. Dean Freudenberger, "Sandoa, Central Congo,
Hural Kissions. 117*7? Spring, 196I5 Freudenberger, "Plans
and Dreams Cf a Hew Agricultural Missi�mary," Africa
Christian Advocate ^ 16:8-9, April-June, 19 5o; newsletters
'
from the Freudenberger s
.

.
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One of the most experienced Methodist agricultural

ffilssionarles in the Congo is lay L, Siaalley who has served
there for

more

than twenty years.

ience ccaae these
the

new

suggestions

Out of such rich exper

for agricultural missions in

Congo s

The Church has a mandate to express th� abimdant
1.
life as presented by Christ.
This means not preaching
alone, nor freedom frcM sin, but freedom fros hunger,
disease, illiteracy, fear.

2.
Cur work must be acccmipllshed ^rith the minimum of
land.
Let there be no basis for the accusation that
the white man has "taken our land and given us the

Bible."
We should work toward better coordination of our
into "spiritual" and
Our work should be ^pressed in
"secular" divisions.
one unified voice of love.

3#

departments, not separating life

V. In developing our activities, it is essential that
the needs and wishes of the pecpie be seen clearly.
They th^selves should take a leading part in deciding
when to begin, when to terminate.

5. When introducing new materials and equipment, we
should again think of the people, who they are, what
Just as imported animals often weaken and
they value.
die because they are not acclimated, so some of our
imported ideas ^Iso fall for lack of indigenous rootage.
shall have to move into the future as rapidly
but not break faith with the present, or,
kitirely, the past. 51

6.

We

possible,
When

Bishop Springer

there were practically

no

came

to

Mulungwishi in

domestic animals.

51 Bay Smalley, "After Twenty
115:5, Fall, 1%0.

aural Kissions,

Mr.

lears in the

19**0,

Smalley

Congo,"

as

79

receoatly reported that there

85 cattle, 65 pigs,

20

first natives to

own

Z> hens.

and

donkeys,

Institute sold ten heifers to

115 goats and sheep,

were

nearby Africans, they

cattle within 200 miles.

timt livestock

are

quality food.

In order to

essential for soil

Island Hed cockerels

are

a

were

the

It is believed

improv^ent

and better

improve poultry, hardy Rhode

exchanged for

ones, thus upgrading poultry flocks.

pared

When Springer

the poorer native

Mr.

Smalley has pre

teacher's guide in agriculture to help co-ordinate

agricultural education throughout the Southern Congo Annual
He has also foimd the Lord's Acre

Conference.

helpful,
erous

both

other

spiritually

benefits,

introduced at

a

and materially.

plan quite

Along with

num

much labor-saving machinery has been

minimum cost to the

people by

way of

Springer

Institute. ?2
The latest development for agrictiltural and other
education in the

Congo is the Congo Polytechnic Institute,

It was Initiated by Methodist missionaries and the Agricultural

^2 Cf Felton, Hope Ris_es fro|a the land, pp. kh-k?'.
B&y Stealley, "'Ag' Botes from 'Hulungwi5lal\'^^"T?rica Christian
Advocate, 16?6, Aoril-June , 195S5 Hay Smalley, "Field ilotes:
Belgian Congo," ifeal Missions, 107:7, ^11, 19 58; Hay
103:6, Surimer,
Smalley, "Congo i'"^rs'.ini:;,^'' Ilural Kissions,
"
rteiral Kissions 95*5-6,
1957} "The Lord's iicre Koveiaent
and Other Food" (from
Summer, 1955? Bay Smalley, "Pigs
Africa Christian Advocat^� October-December, 1952), Hural
Fii'ssion^, 'ob:'2V 'Wihter, T953{ personal correspondence'' ana
newsletters from various Congo nissionaries since 1956.
.

,

.

.

.

,
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Aids Foundation and is served in the United States by the

Agricultural 3?eclinical .assistance Foundation,

profit foundation incorporated
trustees is

now

in California.

people,

composed of Congolese, Europeans, and

$28,500,000

and technical

which

are

The

Congo,

are

i.r.er-

educators,

The

of

budget

is being subscribed by individuals, churches,

foundations, corporations,
personnel

specialists.

non

Its Board of

icans of various religious faiths and includes

business

private,

a

to teach in

and

governments.

Kore than

I30

twenty-two centers throughout the

object of C.P.I, is to develop those skills

essential to

will include

a

stable society.

public health

tutoring, secretarial

and

nedicine, pre-imiversity

and business

home economics, mechanics and

The curriculum

education, agriculture,

engineering,

normal school

training,

and scientific

personnel

are

America.

The introduction to the application form is in har

high school training.

Teaching

being recruited frcm Africa, Asia, ilurope,

and

mony with the purposes of acrlcultural trAssionss

Congo Polytechnic Institute is not only a training
One
program but is also a spiritual enterprise.
should be able to express his Christian witness
personally and through his work.?3

^3 Application Form (New York; Personnel Cffice of
Congo Polytechnid IhstTEuTe, 1961), p. 1. Cf. Sd Matthews,
"Teaching Katanga to Farm," Africa Christian Advocate, 19 sl^,
April- June. 1961 5 Mewell S, Booth, "IZcononic Stability,"
i^rica Christian Advocate, l8:3f., April-June, 1960| personal
conversations, copresp6n<^ence, and newsletters involving
missionaries and C.P.I, personnel.
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SGYPT

lY.

'^tmt is
Arab

Hepubllc

agriculture
area
an

has

is

Isnown

dependent
V/ith

of
on

a

386,000

square miles but,

since

the Hile

River, nearly 97%

of the

of

population

25jOOO,000,

an average

per square mile of cultivated laM,

2,000 people

of

one

15 years of age

are

in order

of land.

acre

illiterate.

of voltsme

are

The
corn,

lentils.

Farm crops make up about

trade, 75,^

cotton,

of which is cotton.

80^^

over

barley, and
export

iXsypt provides about li;^ of

have been prevented from returning to

5^

sugar,

of the total

political conditions,

being medical

people

wheat, rice, millet and

the cotton involved in world export trade.
Because of

the

own

principal agricultural

beans and peas,

onions

,

80}5 of

About

sorghums,

welcome

there is

of the If ,000, 000 adults engaged in agriculture

70;^

products

th� Southern Sector of the United

as

an area

is wastel�u3d.

average of

About

now

>^

many missionaries

-gypt,

and other technical

the ones most

personnel. 5'?

the Agricultural Economies gf the
Africa, pp. 5~11; Skinner,
Countries In Aryi^�;
"l?be !?ew Geography of Africa," p. I65 Africa's Share of
World i^ort Trade in Some Major Farm Products," p. 28 1
Bobert Pranger. "%ypt,"
the World Todayj"
102-103; "Population," p. 19? "Illiteracy in
^^^^5 Castro, op. cit., p. 2155
World Outlook, 20:3^,
Hussell, op. cit. , pp. IT^rl.
Cf

.

Motm

on

3CTfortHem

pop^gg:^ f^^y^^^g^^fe SL'/|:.,^�

'"^^SP^I'

55 Cf

.

April, 1957),

"llhat of Missions in Egypt?" (from Outlook,
Christian World Facts, 38:12, 1958.

82

iilthomgh

agricultural activity

sme

the

missions,

principal

Mission in Assuit.

The

work seems

Mr.

to get

Missions, Inc.,

College, riaving graduated
V/lth land

more

been established.

food per

Native

so

is Bobert M.

from the Pennsylvania

scarce, he has been developing

acre.

cows

than twice their former milk
cows

Presbyterian

Turnbull is in charge of the agriculture depart

State College,

native

to be at the

other

i^ssuit.^^

ment at Assuit

means

"by

on

only agricultural missionary listed

for -.^-gypt by Agricultural

Turnbull at

is carried

Four bull stud centers have

thus upgraded

production.

produce about 2,^0 pounds

are

giving

more

While ordinary

of milk per year,

the

registered cattle at Assuit College produce up to 10,000

pounds.
been

Since many c^uonot afford cows,

imported to raise

diet with their milk.

the

hcmger and misery

the

near the

Jgyptian
mission

by the introduction of improved

Says Kr. Turnbull, "The problems of
are

apply the C-ospel to

to

protein level of

Marginal farmers

have also been assisted

egg-laying ducks.

Swiss goats have

both economic and

spiritual.

all of life's needs.

We aim

"^7

Master List of Af:rlc\aitural Missionaries , p. 10.
Cf. l/illiam ileenor, "X~Changing Lan<l , " Christian World
Facts. 38:^3, 1958.
'

57 Cited by Felton, Th^t. Men May Plow in Bme, p. 8.
Cf Felton, Hope Hises from the Land, ppT^z-bO | Felton ,
The Pulpit anaThFTLow, p. 37^
.

83

The

8,000,000 people

85^

About

land.

of the

of the land has been

Hhodesia where

into

25;:'

of total

a

run

cotton.

exports,

and

able livelihood for
income of about

one

3250.

59 Cf
'

.

are

these

the main item

It is

185,000

crowded

Hhodesia,

H.

comprise only

being copper. 59
L.

PChight has

resources

The farm is worked

planned to provide

a

as

The average

p.

are

by two
reason

family� food for the year plus

58 Castro, o�. cit.,
Countries in

of

use

model farm using only such

team of oxen.

a

in Southern

principal agricultural

However,

available to the African farmer.
men

have the

Distribution

tobacco, tea, corn, peanuts,

At Eawimbe in Northern

tried to

is rural.

1,5"00,000 Ilegroes

115,000. "58

sMns, and

hides and

square miles of

problem, especially

Tf^ile

some

lf87)000

population

in order of value are

exports

about

of

area

an

on

"60,000 Suropeans

kilometers,

square

a

(including

in the Federation

300,000 Europeans) live

about

TO.SALAHD

FliDBiUTIOK OF BHODi^SIik

V.

an

hoe-wielding subsistence

22^.

Notes on the A^r ictq tural BconoEi e s of the
ATHcSa'^lIt^^-Bastern CT^Southern^Ica,

I6-aC'5"^nner, "Tlelfew GeograpW of Africa," p. 17;
"Hhodesian i^ue-Cured Tobacco Makes Big Gain in .'/orld
Market," foreign A::;rl culture, 25:25, Kay, 1961; "Game
l^^hodesia." Foreign AFriculture, 25:26, May,
Banching
-i. vvade, TOnon McICay, and Betty George,
Williaia
1961;
"Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland," Collier's
pp.

pedia, XVII,

u.

15; Hussell, 0�. cit.,

pp.

^^cyclo-

21i5-3l, 239-^K},

farmer

only about

earns

$30.^^

D, Alvord went to Africa
the Merican Board at Ht.
that the

outstanding

Silinda.

government of

as

an

agriculturist for

His early work

was

so

Southorn Rhodesia pre

vailed upon him to become Director of native Agriculture.

After twenty-six years in that

capacity,

he resumed mission

Chikore.^-^

ary service at

ThM most extensive work in agricultural missions is
done by the Methodists in Southern Rhodesia where about

two-thirds of the agricultural missionaries
with that

denomination.^^

tfetali,
Bhodes.
owe

a

After graduating from Iowa State

George A. Roberts

1908,

College in

was

appointed

tract given to the church

3,000-acre

serving

are

to Old

by Cecil

Many of the self-supporting churches in Hhodesia

their stability to the influence of Mr. Roberts who

says,
soon

"When

builds

a man
a

is shown how to grow better crops, he

better

house,

and better men and women

his family becomes

result, especially

healthier,

when the

60 Cf. R. L. Knight, "Field Jlotess Horthem Hhodesia,"

90:5, Spring, 195^.

Rural Hissions.

61 Ct,

"E.

62 Cf

Master List of Agricultural KissionGries,
,
pp. 3'6-^'

Alvord,"

D.

Rural Lis sions,

~

7^:7, Spring,

1950.
.

'

'

p. if 5 Lewis, op". ci't

.

.

85
demonstrator demonstrates Christianity too,

"^3

The work at Old Umtali's Methodist Rural Training
Center has

and

as

its

production!

ohjectives: service, training, extension,

their

stationery carries

duce for life and live for Christ,"

the

motto,

Mission farms

"Pro
are

operated at 'Omtall, Kutambara, Hyadiri, Hyakatspa, Amoldine,
and

Glenada.6*f
63 George

a, Hoberts, "Better Crops, Better Homes,
Africa. Christian Advocate, 18:10, JanuaryHarch, I960, Cf hunnicut and Reid, o�. cit,, pp, 123-27|
Felton, The Pulpit and the Plow, p. 357

Better

Ken,"

,

^ Cf

Bruce ^nalley, "The sintire Fainlly Goes to
Rural
Missions > 102:^-, Spring, 1957j V/allace
School,"
Kinyon, "Psychology of Mrt," Hural Missions, 83t7, Sumer,
1952; V/allace ICinyon, "Field Hotes i Southern Rhodesia,"
Rural Kissions, 109:7, Spring, 1959? Wallace Kinyon, "Soil
Conservation and Farm r^Ktension," Africa Christian Mvocate,
16:7, April-June, 1958: Eunice Kinyon, '^'Master Farming'
,

Training Program," Africa Christian Advocate, 19:6, AprilJune, 1%15 personal correspondence and newsletters from
various missionaries in Southern Hhodesia,

in.

250,000

Abo-ut

Of the

Africans.

60%
as

of Kenya ?s

producing B0%

of

farm only

average share would

voltEae

are

and peas,

of

fall,

of Africa.

non-

of the arable land

abandoned,

barley, coffee,
is

composed

acres

of

tea,

to

16.8

in order of

wheat, potatoes, sisal,
sugar,

If

the African farmer's

only be raised from 15.5

corn, cassava,

and cotton.

beans
Since

highlands with favorable rain

livestock can be raised than in laany other
In order of numbers they

poultry, and hogs.

are

areas

cattle, goats, sheep,

Agricultural items comprise about 75% of

Kenyans total exports.
are

20;l

principal agricultural exports

Kenya

more

are

Kenya's agricultural exports.

all white-owned land were

The

people

cotmtry's 22^,000 square miles, ahout

land-grabbers, they

acres.

6,V)0,000

Although white settlers have heen criticized

is arid.

Mthlle

OTm

sine� laany agricultural operations

carried cut by African women, in 1952 the government

65 Cf Hotes on the Agricultural Sconomies of the
ffl?-'Sas?ern and Southern Africa,
Countries in Africa :
"TSelSew Geograp^ of Africa," pp. 16?
pp.
"Grassroots Africa," Foreign A.^riculture, 25:l8, Hay, I96I5
Francis V. Drake, "Don't Decry ColonialismI ," Reader's
Digest, 77i65-'70f August, I960; Russell, 0|>. cit., pp.
W. Kenzies Whltelaw and Levinus iCPPalnter, "Kenya,"
.

IS-^l'^'inner,

5i{-7-605

Collier's Encyclopedia, XI, p. 571 | L. Dudley Stamp, editor,
lUiural iWsources, ^bod and Population in Inter>>Trouical
Africa "(London � tieo graphical Publications , Ltd, , 1956T,
pp. 2I-28.

87
began eraplojing

women as

agrictilttiral instructors, 66

Several agricultural aissionaries

are at

work in

Rodney Morris is active in the j?riends Hlsslon at

Kenya.

He worfcs with African agriculttire teachers in

Maragoli.

fifteen intermediate schools along with
individual farmers in the area.

supervision

of the

plowing

using mission equipment.
include dairy

2111 s Adams has general

1,000-a.cre mission

Considerable custom

giving guidance to

farm at ICaimosi,

is done for African farmers

Eiiterprises

cattle, swine, coffee,

on

the mission farm

and various field

crops along with the usuaj gardens,

66 Cf
Colonial

,

"A Hew Bole for African V/omen"

Review, March, 1953)

Spring, 19^^.

*

(from the

Hural Missions,

86s8,

67 Cf ^knntml Report of the American Friends Board
of Missions (Bichk'ond, Indiana! 'i'lmerlf^an P^iends' Board o'f
�

pp. 5-7, 29-30| 19 57 1 pp* 2if-25j 1958:
Cf. per
pp. 37-39? 1959 1 pp. 21- 22? I960: pp. 31? 39-^2.
sonal correspondence with Rodney Kor|*is,

KTssions), 1956s
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LIBEHIA

Only about half of Liberia's
arable.

BQ%

About

of the

^3jO00

square miles is

country's 1,200,000 people

engaged in fanning, mostly of the subsistence type.

principal products in
cassava,

coffee,

order of acreage are

sugar cane,

The

rice, rubber,

bananas, cacao, pineapples,

and

plantains,

fibber is Liberia's most important

all

enterprises

in the

Firestone *s

are

export,

country being overshadowed by

90,000~acre rubber

plantation.^^

Fenton Sands at the Protestant

episcopal Mission

has two degrees in agriculture from Cornell and his wife is
a

hcaae economist.

three school

Along with assisting in the operation of

farms, they

diet by promoting the

beans.
on

the

Tree crops

are

are

helping improve

are

Healiaing that iisproved

self-supporting churches,

divinity students at Cuttington College

.

H.

on

are

taught agriculture

the Agricultural Lconomies of the
and L'esgern
pp.

Il^-P^trSl
Ifew

Africl,

Geography of * Africa," p. 165
Earle Anderson, "Liberia," Collier s Encyclopedia. XH,
330.

5^-39
p.

skinner, "Tbe

soy

gradually replacing cultivated crops

necessary for

68 Cf Hotes
Countries in Africa s

people's

production of eggs, meat, and

slopes to help check erosion.

fans practices

the

�

89
along

with their other subjects. ^9

Significant agricultural
the Methodists in

Projects

work has been carried

Liberia, especially

under way at the Ganta

are

dening,

nursery and tree crops,

swine.

Cuttington College

venture with the Protestant

and

fish

at

Obarnga and

Leprosy Colony

on

Ganta.

in gar
and

culture, poultry,

Divinity School is

by

a

joint

Episcopal Church. 70

69 Cf Felton, That Men Mag; Plow in Hope, pp. 10-11;
Felton, S|e Pulpjt and'THe How, p."""5H ^^HaH H. Hughes,
^Agriculture in a Missionary College?," Rural Missions
91:5, Summer, 195^.
.

,

70 Cf.
Lewis, jop. cit., pp. ^7-51? Al Brodhead,
"Ganta Leprosy ColonyV" iifrica Christian Advocate, 18 s 8-9,
'
"
July-September, I960 5 "The Lord s 'Acre "iovement , p. 65
personal correspondence with B. B. Cofleld at '^anta.
'

'
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VIII.

Of

M0ZAJ4BIQUE

HoaasMque'a 303,870 sqiiare miles,

considered arable and only about
is cultivated,
are

European

farm

or

About

rural.

cf the

iisian

15%

products.

third of th� arable land

6,200,000 people,
or

mixed.

more

Host of the

of the country *s

tlian

100,000

population is

export income

Agricultural products in

corn, cashew

cotton,

a

third is

a

is from

order of value are

nuts, rice, cassava, peanuts,

copra,

wheat, beans, and castor beans. 7^
Only Methodist agriculturists

Hosasibique.72

are

listed for

Agrlculttiral instruction is given to the

girls at Gitoiki who grow

an

food for Hartzell Girls*

School.

appreciable portion
The Central

of the

Training

School at Kambini is largely self-supporting through the

boys' boarding department with their projects in agricul
ture and

practical

agriculture

are

arts.

Also nearly

self-supporting through

the forty families in the

theological and

71 Cf Botes on the A|^ricultural i:ktonQmies of the
I II --la stern' and Southern' Africa,
Countries in ^'^f rica :
PP .' SS-W : "skinner 7 "THe^ew cleograpHy of Africa," p. 17?
Bussell, o^. cit., pp. 2^5-if7f Robert G. Woolbert, Vernon
KcKay, and Beity George, "Mosambique," Collier's Encyclo
pedia, XIV, p. 265.
.

"

'^^ C^* >^aster List of Agricultural Missionaries, p. 3�

91

evangelist *s

course.^S

Africa in 1918.

production

a

cane.

sugar

He was

2,000-acre

CoisKunity fairs

been active in

club work.

seedlings and garden seeds.

see

God,

how life must be

a

the Father of all.

went to

farm formerly used for rum-maldLng

A swamp was drained to

people toward

Kambini,

instrusental in developing for food

hmdred families.

work with

at

principal

Ipa E. Qillet, past

a

provide hoaes
were

for

conducted.

a

He has

He has distributed many tree

Says

better

joyful

Mr.
use

Gillet, "Only

as we

of the land do they

and sacred

partnership with

"7^

For more than thirty years, the Kambini school has
been a

prSmry responsibility of

Africa in

192^

and who Is

now

Julian S.

3ea who went to

superintendent of

and Inhasbane Northern District.

the Itebini

3e endeavors to

Sambini students live and work under conditions which
s^ble

as

nearly

leaving school.

as

possible

those

they will meet

that

see

re-

upon

lambini Fassily Training has aroused the

73 Cf. Lewis, on, cit., pp. 29-32? conversations,
personal correspondence, and newsletters from several

irdssionaries

in'Homsbique.

7^

Cited by Frederick A. Woodress, "Heal Teaching
Life," Hural Missions, 71 ?1? Sumer, 19^9.
Felton, Houe Hises from the Land, pp. 9^56% Ira E.

Can Change

Cf

.

"Thirminiot ITal^.-^^-^urariissions, 87 s6, Sumer,
19531 aillet, "Africa Likes Village ?airs," gural Missions.
cit., pp. 127-28,
83:6, Sufflmer, 1952i Hunnicut and Held,

GiiletT

92
interest of leaders all

keeps

Africa.

Every

student

family

open house for any visitors who my come froa their

home church.

Africa,
rmst

over

Mr.

Thinking
Hea says,

of the

"fhe

independence movement in

nearer

the day when the

supply both leadership and support , the

it is that institutions be

pensive

to

more

simple, indigenous,

people

important

and inex

operate. "75

75 Cited in "Our Fart in Today's Urgent leed for
Leadership," aural I'll s s ion s > 116s 5} Winter, 1961. Cf.
Julian S. Hoa, "'A Christian Bural Philosophy," Africa
Christian Advocate, 16s 13-1^ � April-June, 195Bj "MethodisB on the 3asi Coast," Christian Advocate, 129sl6,
July 8, 195^i S-elton, That ^len 'llaFPlow in lope, pp. 232*^5 ^^ory Ross, African Heritage. pp7^3-^5|Simice S.
Dodge, Comes the I>awn"^outh of the Sahara (lew Yorks Board
of MissIonFoTllkTWtlCTJt'lJh^^
pp. 12, l8;
Beisner, gg,. cit., p. 7�
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Hl&EHIA

IX.

Higeria's

3VjJ4<X),000 people give

talation of any coimtry in iifrica.

There

it the largest popare

non-Africans and they

ovn

of the

miles Is cultivated.

farms

357,000 square
are

11^1

one

export trade, exceeded only by Ghana.

of volume

cocoa,

are

of total

produces
the

trade,

Agricultural products

exports.

in

cocoa

It also

of the edible fats and oils in world export

prise about 90%

to five

ligeria produces 19% of the

most of any country in Africa.

com

The export crops in order

peanuts, palm oil, palm kernels, cottonseed,
cotton

bananas,

in order of volume

are

lint,

and kola nuts,

and rubber.

I>omestic food crops

cassava, yams, cocoyaas, sorghum and

millet, plantains, com,

more

Only ahont 1X)%
Most of the

family-size units, averaging from

cultivated acres each.
world

very little land.

only ^,000

sweet

potatoes, beans

and peas,

v/ith certain regions free from the tsetse

rice,
fly,

cattle can be raised than in many other African countries.

In addition to

11,000,000 cattle, 26,000,000 goats,

5,000,000 sheep,
nmbering

there

are

donkeys, horses, pigs,

and

and camels

in the thousands.

76 Gf Kotes on the Aj^ricultural acononies of the
II� Central and "^estern ATrica, pn,
Countries in Africa;
'*flie
itW
Geography'"�? Africa," p. 17 1
^jkiimer,'
W-Jf5j
"Africa's Share of l/orld Sxport Trade in Some I'lajor Fans
.

9^
The
to be

at the O20 Fa2?m School in

policy

Nigeria appears

good general idea for any asricultnral mission

a

school to follow:
about the school is

Everything

simple, distinctly

better than the average in the area and yet not too
much better to be out of touch with the native custoas, with the result that the school is looked upon
as representing the next step in improved agriculture. 77
Peter G.
of

Fellowship

Batchelor, secretary

Nigeria and Cameroons, serving with the

�Ohited Hission at Jos in northern
laude in agriculture from Oxford
to

organize

of the Christian I^ural

over

Nigeria, graduated
IMiversity.

He has

forty Young Farmers' Clubs in his

which include Muslims and pagans

as

well

as

Sudan
cue

helped

area

Christians.

The

aim of these clubs is not only to make farmers.
It is rather to foster understanding between those
who work on the land and those who do not, to show
�
the dignity of aanml labor, and to bring the
knowledge of improved practices to coismon people.'^

Products,"

Collier '

s

p. 285 W. Menssies Whitelaw et al., "Hlgerla,"
laicyclopedia , XBT, p. 635; Stamp, ou. cit., pp.

W=W7^-Wfwlfm:
Hasel M.
pp.

120-21;

mXBX. MjLssions

.

op.

M.,

pp.

283-98

Hauck,^'Wutrition8
ll^:U-5, SuEaaer, I960.

77

Davis et

al., o�. cit.,

78

Peter G.

Batchelor, "Field Hotes:

p.

cit.,
rfea^og.
lligeria

Letter fron

135-

Niseria,"

113�^j Spring, I960. Cf. Batchelor, "Field
W�@8t" Mgerla," Bural Missions, 117s6, Spring, 1961;
"Christian Hural Fellowship Discusses Ways of Closer Coop
eration with Government," Hural Missions, 116:8, Winter,
Baral Missions �

,

"
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After serving

as

an

agrlculttiral missionary

years in imgola and two years in

Higeria,

Hev.

for ten

Kenneth E.

Prior of the United Church of Canada founded the Rural

Training Center

at Asaha in

19^9

as

of several missions in southeastern

program has included

and

gardening; training

extension work in

recreation,

and

cooperative enterprise

Higeria.

training in agriculture

in hom^saking for

hoys 5 training

a

The center's
and trades for

girls, including poultry

of families in

a

model

village;

and

agriculture, puhlic health, homemaidng,

cooperation.

Says Mr. Priors

Modern agriculture has sought to put asunder wlmt God
has Joined, to its own detriment and the detriment of
religion. Agricultural principles should be taught
in theological colleges and theological principles in
It is in the farm home that
agricultural colleges.
the two lines most noticeably intersect. '�

1961; Batchelor, "Faith and Farm," Hural Missions* 112 si,
Winter, I96O5 Batchelor, "Field Hotes: .africa,'" gural
Christian Hural Fellowship
Missions, S7jlf, Summer, 1953;
for Mgeria and the British Cameroons," Rural Missions.,
99:8, Sumrr.er, 1956.
79 Cited in "Rural Conference in Higeria," Rural
Cf. Ennis H. Coale, ^WelccMe
Missions. 86s6, Spring, 1953.
Kural denter at Asaba, Nigeria," Rural Missions. /Is 2-^,
Sumr^er, 1^9; "Course in Farminis," BuraT^is sions, 82! 5?

Spring, 1952;

Kenneth H.

Prior,

"Rural

Development," Rural

Missions, 89s7, Winter, 195^; �^ohn and Rena iCarefa-Smart,
fHe
Kingdom (l^ew lorkt Friendship Press, 1959),
pp.

fifing
65-66.

SIERRA LEOHE

1.

The

population

half of its

27,925

the

exports

are

the

export

escort

of

of Sierra Leone is

square wiles is arable.

iron ore,

diamonds,

and chrome.

crops in order of voluiris are

are

1952.

third of

derived from

Principal

rice, cassava,

food

millet and

sor

potatoes and yams, com, peanuts, coconuts,

Bvangelical United Brethren

and

agricultural work
Mission at Bo since

Meanwhile his wife has been active in medical and

public health work.
the area

were

Early efforts to introduce cattle to

unsatisfactory but exchanging improved hatching

eggs for native eggs was

cessful

pigs,

Ahout

palm kernels, palm oil,

Lester Bradford has been doing

with the

a

Principal domestic

and cocoa.

crops in order of volume
sweet

Only

agricultural, most income being

palm fiber, coffee,

ghum,

2,300,000.

a

projects appropriate

and hcsae-grown fish.

attention to the
The dual

very

popular project.

for local farmers
An assistant

organization

and

is

are

Other

suc

rabbits,

giving special

supervision

of ^-H clubs.

goal of the agricultural program is to raise the

So Cf
Countries in

.

Hotes

Africa t

Tm^TT^itmerrmie

on

the

Al^ricul tur&l

Jl^omiml'
Ifew

b^'^^

Ai^rica,

Geography^ Africa, "TTITj

W. Menzies l^itelaw and William W. Wade,
nnlli er * s ^cyclopedia , aVII, pp. 87-885
Stamp, 0�. cit., pp. hz-k^.
pp.

3^-509|

Economies of the
pp.

"Sierra Leone,"
Hussell, 0�. cit.,

standard of living of the farmers along with helping the
local churches to become self-supporting not only through

better farxaing by their members but also with the Lord's
Acre and church farm

Cf

.

projects.^^

personal correspondence with Kr, Bradford*
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zi.

Of

^71,000

less than

its

1^,700,000

The farm
an

3^,000

mnon of sooth africa

square niles in the Union of South
square miles

people 3,000,000

population is about

especially

acute

problem

of

are

as

European

half of the total.
on

The economy is based

reserves.

classified

are

the

Africa,

arable.

Of

descent.

Irosion is

over-populated native

primarily

on

manufacturing

and

mining but, excluding gold, farm products comprise about

hO%

of all

of voloMe

exports.
are

Principal agricultural exports

corn, dairy

products,

sugar,

rus

fruits, potatoes, kafircorn, peanuts,

and

wool.^^

in order

wheat, meat,
deciduous

cit

fruits,

James Stewart, organizer and builder of the Lovedale
mission school initiated agricultural education for its
students.

In

an

unlikely area,

he succeeded in growing such

excellent crops and trees tiiat he

bloom like
At

the desert

rose.^^

a

Klerksdorp In the Transvaal area, Clifford

Cf

.

Notes on the

Agricultural

0,

Guyer

Economies of the

ll^!t--M"stern aiKfaoutiiern Africa,
5^-^5j"^inner, "The lew Geograpby of Africa," p. 17;

Countries in Africa ;
pp.

literally wade

Goldwin Smith and Gwendolen H. Carter, "Union of South
Africa," Collier's Jtocyclopedia, XIX, pp. 21-26: Russell,

0. Stroud,
OP. ciL, pp. 'm-2l75
Missions, il^�5, Summer, I960.

83

Cf. Hunnicut and

"sSuth Africa,"

Reid, o^. cit.,

pp,

1^-15.

Hural
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opened

a nev

Free Methodist station

1957.

He is

establishing

on

a

250-acre far� in

self-supporting Bible School

a

where the students divide their day between classroom and

fields.

Each student family

and has its

own

gard.en.

Creaia froa extra milk is sold and

skim milk is fed to pigs to
the Bible

gets milk from the Jersey herd

provide

considerable income for

School.^

8^ Cf

.

personal correspondence with

Mr.

Guyer.

CHAKPEH IV

AGHICULTGRAL MISSIONS IH ASIA

The

population problem of Asia is

outline Tdien

land area,

people

but only one-third of the world's

Asia thus has

an

average of 72 inhabitants per

square mile while the rest of the world has only

is the staple crop of

Asia,

output being produced

there.

Malaya, Ceylon,

sharp

realize that this continent has two-thirds

we

of the world's

drawn In

more

90%

Rice

of the world's

India, Pakistan, China, Japan,

and Indonesia

tional rice from

than

26.-'-

usually have to import addi

Burma, French Indo-China, Thailand,

and

Formosa.^
In the first chapter of this paper

we

noted V/illiam

Carey's early interest in Asian agriculture along with the
contributions of
and Qeorge W.

specialists

such

Groff in China.

as

J. B, Knight in India

Today there

approximately

are

100 agricultural missionaries laboring in Asia.
look at
this

some

of their endeavors in

subsequent

We shall

sections of

chapter.

Pulpit

3- Cf.
Castro, o^* JSi*�>
and the Plow, p. h,
2 Cf.

Russell, o�. cit.,

PP*

p.

139-^| Felton,
1+78.

The
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BXmA

The Union of Burma has
and

a

an

area

of

popuilation of about 20,000,000.

pendence in

19^8,

a

square miles

261,610

Since gaining inde

Land Kationaliaation Act has aimed to

redistribute land to the cultivators, to the dismay of the
landlords.

Hice is grown

Other important crops

are

on

tvo-thirds of the arable land.

sesame,

cotton, peanuts,

sugar

cane, legumes, and tobacco .3
"Better crops,

better

stock, better men,"

was

the aim

of the Pyimana Agricultural School of Burma organized in

1923 by Brayton C. Case.
with teaching,

It

provided
and

experimenting,

a

four-year

demonstrating.^

Today the only agricultural missionary
Burma is William D.
the

Hackett,

a

listed^

Baptist with his

he

helped to found the Christian aural Center

an

I8�acre tract.

at

for

Ph.D.

from

In

19^

College of Agriculture at Cornell University.

donated for

course

Taunggyi

on

Kuch local labor and funds have been

development

of the center.

Says Dr. Hackett j

Our project is designed to bring the Gospel into all of
We believe that better health, improved farm
life.
practices, soil improvement, and home relationships
become truly important as they are used as channels for
leading people into a right relationship with God.^

IV,

3 Cf. John P. Cady, "Burma," Collier's
p. 23^1 Mead, 0�. cit., p. 5^.

aacyclopedia,

^ Cf, aannicut and Held,
og.. cit., p. 355 Charles
KcConnell, 0�. cit., pp. 55-57.
^ Master List of Ai?.ricultural tlissionaries, p. V.
6 William D. Hackett,

"V/e

M.

Begin at Taunggyi," Hural
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China's

distributed
at least

over

the

CHIHA

inhabitants

are

unevenly

so

country's 3�375,000 square miles that

province averages nearly 7jOOO

one

square mile,
but this

600,000,000

.

persons per

c^ly about 339,000 square miles

employs probably S5% of the people.

that there is

an

land per person.

average of only

It is estimated

half-acre of cultivated

a

1951

Land reforms in

cultivated

are

end

1952

took

holdings

from large landlords and redistributed it to poor farmers.

Soviet-type collectivisation of farms (in
treme form)

tics

are

was

less reliable

leading crops
and

sorghum,

potatoes,

than ever

peas and

cotton

beans, barley,

and

1956.

in

19^9 >

but,

corn,

the
millet

of the Chinese

sweet

soybeans,

and oats. 7

people

are

ex

Statis

wheat, rice,

seed, peanuts, sesame,

56%

even more

it is

illiterate'

only 1% Christians. 9

Missions 1
the

now

in order of acreage were

estimated that about
and

195^

carried out between

an

hB.ndi

7kil. Spring, 1950*
pp.

Cf

.

Hises from

Felton, Hope

105-106.

7 Cf. Theodore Shabad et al.,

"China," Collier's

155-62? Castro, 0�.
156$ Hussell, 0�. cit., pp. 17, 3^^9r

Encyclopedia, V,

pp.

cit.

�

uu.

Iw,

8 Cf. Laves and Thomson,
og. cit., p. 1^+6.
9 Cf

.

Felton,

The Pulpit and the

Plow,

p.

155.

lh2f
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Some missionaries made great strides in agricultnral
education in

5,000

but it has been reported

missionaries In China in

culturists.^^
were

China^^

in rurad

Most of China's

12,000

Bven while

areas.

rural service and

19^5, only

Communist machinery

was

five

were

of the

agri

Protestant churches

plans for

training centers

that,

were

more

and better

being madel2 the

in motion that would

soon

expel all

of the missiomries and negate much of the good which they

had done.

The tragedy of China forms

a

significant part of

the motivation of agricultural missionaries in other lands
who pray that rural missions elsewhere may not offer "too

little too late"
most

as

they

seem

to have done in the world's

populous country.

^0 Cf.

Hunnicut and Held, 0�. cit., pp.
Charles M. McConnell, o�. cit. , pp. 56-^0

51*58|

.

a Prank C.

Laubach,

address at Berwick

(Pennsyl

vania) Methodist Church, January 7, I960.
12 Cf.

"Christian Mission in China Today." Hural
19^9, Sherwood �. Tang, "Education
and the Chinese Village," Rural Kissions, 71*6-8, Summer,
19^9? Kwaii Pin Lin. "Five-fold Program for Village Life in
China," Rural Missions, 72s 1-2, Autumn, 19^.

Missions, 71s 5, Summer,

lOk
Ill

with

1,266,000

approximately MX>,000,000 people settled

sqtiare

miles,

population living

75f^

of the

m>iA

.

India has about

of the world's

only 3^ of the world's surface.

on

people engaged

average of less than
and this area grows

20^

an

in

acre

agriculture,

there is

smaller each year.

Although

is relatively little meat and milk in the

it is

cattle,

of the

in order of acreage are

pulses, wheat, peanuts, barley, corn,
sesame, sugar cane, and potatoes.
are

tobacco, tea, coffee,
people
are

over

there

people

Kllk production is poor because the cattle

must compete with people for agricultural produce.

order of acreage

an

people's diet.

Largely for religious reasons, only about 25%

pal food crops

With

of cultivated land per person,

estimated that India contains half the world's

eat meat at all,

on

cotton,

15" years of age

millets, rice,

mustard and rape,

Principal

non-edible oil

and rubber. ^3
are

Princi

cash crops in

seeds, jute,

Nearly 81^ of the

illiterate!^

and

only 3%

Christian. -^^

13 Cf. K. A, Hilakanta Sastri (in
part), '^India,"
'
Colli er s aacy clop edla . X, p. 3985 Castro, o�. cit., pp.
172-7^; Hussell, op. cit.. pp. 17, 317-36*, KeadTsP. cit.,
p, 2OI5 Felton, |he iCTpit and the Plow, p. 5,

1^ Cf. "Illiteracy in the
look, 20:35, August, 19595 Laves

p71^6.

1^ Cf

.

Felton,

World Today," World Out
and Thomson, op. citTT"

The Pulpit and the Plow, p.

155*
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India has
other co-untry

�

agrlcnltnral missionaries

more

We can here take time to

nearly fifty.

look at the work of only

a

few of them*

Higginbottom

Vlhen Presbyterian Sam
from Princeton in

he

1903,

asylum which

he found in

improvements

were

received

University,

a

went to India

put in charge of

was

deplorable condition.

made with

At the end of his first

than any

a

term,

Gradual

special emphasis

he enrolled at Ohio State

B.S, degree in

and

agriculture,

Agricultural Institute, deliberately choosing for
acres

gardening.

on

In 1910 he established the Allahabad

returned to India,

275

leper

a

of very poor land

strate the advantages of

site

a

that he could better demon-

so

Today the

improved practices.

institute is staffed by sixty missionaries of nine denomi
nations along with many national workers.

of the several hundred students
a

two-year

course

In

dairying

are

and

a

Christians.

five-year

agricultural engineering in addition to
year

agriculture

course

course.

in home economics.

Girls

With

are
a

six-weeks
more

.

pp. ^-6-

a

third

There is

course

in

regular foura

two-year

course

in

ex

than fifty

workers, partially supported by grants

16 Cf
esp.

the

offered

tension methods, Allahabad has sent out
extension

About

from the

Master List of Agricultural Missionaries,

106

Indian governsient and th� Ford Foundation,
serves

The

abont ten villages including the

Juana-par

Pilot Extension

Each worker

where he lives.

one

Project sponsored by the

institute involves kOO villages.

Saphasls

is

placed

on

setting up two-way channels of information between the
villages and the institute.
Higginbottom

was

filled

an

is not

surprising that

awarded the Doctor of Science

Ohio State Dhiversity in
has had

It

Indian

1952,

principal,

by J. B. Chitambar

who

Since

1953

Rev.

degree by

the institute

the position presently being

got

his Ph.D.

degree in agri

cultural extension at Cornell University. 17

17 Cf,
Higginbottom, 0�, cit. , pp. 106-21; Felton,
the Land, pp. QO-iS^t Arthur T, Kosher
Rises
from
Hope
(then principal of Allahabad Agricultural Institute), The
Story of Ham Lai, God* s Partner (lew York: Agricultural
Missions, Inc., 19^), ^ PP*5 Kosher, "Three-Year Extension
Project at Allahabad, India," Hural Kissions, S^slf, ,
Anttwn, 19521 "A Man of God," ^al Missions, 8if:3, Autumn,
Bhandeir, editor, "The Indian Peasant� Our Hero"
19525 V.
(from Hamar Gaon, vernacular nev/spaper). Rural Kissions ,
86:1, Spring, 1953? "Allahabad Inaugurates l^irst Indian
Principal," Hural Missions, 90t8, Spring, 195^5 "Creed of a
Gaon Sathi (Village Companion)," Hural Kissions, 91:6,
Summer, 195^5 "Christian Rural Fellovfship Conference in
India," Hural Missions, 91s 8, Summer, 195^$ 'Agricultural
Specialist Sent to India," Rural Missions, ll*f;2. Summer,
1960 J "Kason Taugh Wins Honor" (From American Society of
Agricultural Btoglneersj Allahabad missionary known as
"Father of Agricultural Engineering in India"), Hural
Missions, 116:3, Winter, 1961; "Allahabad Agricultural
liistituiie Karks Golden Jubilee," Rural Kissions, 116:5,
Winter, 1961? "New Allahabad Principal,^ 117^:4, Spring,

1961.
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Since 1920 John J.

wife,

has

DeValois, along

labored at the

He has

pioneered

cattle

through

in

with his

Katpadi Agricultural

improving breeding stock

extension centers in

Institute.

of

surrounding villages

full-time Indian rtiral extension workers

as

Village youth organizations

30,000 people

Katpadi.

and

poultry

while working with gardens and field crops also.

villages.

physician

Kl^ht

out in the

are

active.

are

As many

attend the i^ual Rural Fair Exhibition at

People from at

least

part in harvest festivals

at

2? surrounding villages

Katpadi.

In

spite of the

take

ded

icated efforts of the staff at Katpadi along with consider

able assistance from World

Heighbors, Inc.,

much anxiety among the people about

there remains
and

rain, work,

The Rural Service Center at Anklesvar has

sion program concentrating
of

22,000

in

a

on

13-mile radius.

to other villages where needs

help from

World

31 villages with

a

Occasional visits
are

Neighbors, Inc.,

a

an

food.^^
exten

population
made

are

especially urgent.

With

number of training

institutes have be^ conducted for village pastors and

18 Cf.
Plow in Hope, pp. 20-22;
Felton, That Men
Felton, Hope Rises from the Land, pp. 101^1^51; J. J.
PeValois , "Harvest l^esfival," f^ral Missions, 79s 3, Summer,

1951 1

"V/orld

Heighbors, Inc.," Hural^Wiilons

,

87�o, Summer,

"Praise for Work at ICatpadi," Rural Missions, 90:8,
John, "Tamilnad , Hurar"Ki s sions , 113:8,
Spring, 195^5
Spring, 1960: "Christian Concern in Changing India," Rural
Missions, 116:8, V/lnter, 1961.

19535
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others,
an

A

pioneer worker at the Center

was

Indiana farmer of the Church of the Brethren.

ecutive secretary of Agricultural
iifter

forty

India,

died

near

Pottsville, Pennsylvania, early in 1961,
as

a

missionary but

of India Village Service in
needs of the
a

people.

his home at

He made many
as

a program based

con

founder
on

felt

Present director is Maurice Sill,

son

county agricultural extension agent in West Virginia,

who received his Ph.D.
State University.
the

Dr. VJilliam H.

he is best known

19V7,

ex

Missions, Inc,l9

years of service in

Wiser, Presbyterian agriculturist,

tributions

Nineteen

spent at iinklesvar by Ira W, Moomaw, present

years were

of

Aasey Bollinger,

in rural

sociology

at the Pennsylvania

The aim of India Village Service is "In

spirit of Christ":
1,
To assist village citizens to reali2;e the best
in their own villages by developing individuals,
volunteer leaders, and local agencies able to be
effective in helping themselves and others.

government in its comprehensive pro
developing entire villages in Uttar Pradesh
through a temporary, experimental, ndn-institutional
teaching approach.
2.

To assist

gram of

19 Cf
Felton, Hope Hises from the Land, pp. 77-79;
Amsey F. Bollinger, "I (girded Up My Loins," Ifaral Missions,
,

"Hural Service Center� iinklesvar , "
Hural Missions, 115:
Fall, I960; "Anklesvar, Broach
Rural
Missions, 117j6, Spring, 196I;
india,"
District,
personal conversations with Dr. Moomaw.

Bhthj Autumn, 1952|
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To give qualified Christians an opportunity to
3.
live in villages so that they may serve villagers
and assist

vising

government and private agencies hy de
wherehy villagers may help themselves

means

to meet their various needs.

h. To develop in Christians and others living in
urban areas an appreciation of the opportunities
for assisting their country in its nation-building
activities in rural areas. 20

20 "India
Village Service," Hural Kissions, 79:8,
Cf
Felton, Hope Rises from the I^d, pp.
9^971 William H. Wiser, "InHia village ServIceTHer Four
Years," Rural Missions, 7^s3j Spring, 1950? Maurice Sill,
"Serving the Whole of Life," Rural Missions, 86:7> Spring,
19535 "2"oung Farmers Clubs*� India Village Service" (from
I.V.S. Chronicle, No. 233), Rural Missions, 103:6, Summer,
Mi sfons , 117:^, Spring,
1957} "Dr. William H. Wi ser
g
1961 I personal conversations with Dr. Sill.

Summer, 1951.

.

,''^^^al
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JAPilN

IV.

With nearly

1^3,000

miles, it

square

is in

Japan

as

of the United States were crowded into

California.
a

acres

an

the average

tillable,

people

smaller than

area

holding is under

and there is an average of less than

of cultivated land per person.
is rural.

if half the

With numerous mountains and towns leaving only

sixth of the land

two

less than

90,000,000 people occupying

Rice is grown

on

a

half-acre

Nearly kO% of the population
half of the tillable land.

over

Other principal crops in order of acreage

are

barley, wheat,

sweet potatoes, soybeans , potatoes, and peas and beans. 21
Christians make up less than

1%

of the

population, 22

Altho-ugh several agricultural missionaries
work at various

at

are

places in Japan, 23 the best-known project

is the National Christian Rural Service and draining Center
at

Tsurukawa, 25

under

miles from the center of Tokyo.

lyodan (Church

of Christ in

Japan) auspices

It

began

in

19^.

Students spend their forenoons in classes and aftenioons

^

XI,

pp.

Hoomaw,
0��

Cf

.

John K.

Maki, "Japan,"

Hunnicut and Reid, op
"The Tractor and the Small

326-27;

Slk'i

PP'

22 Cf

.

17> 3^-50.

Felton,

23 Seven

are

Missionaries, p. 6,

Collier's Encyclopedia,
cit 7Tp
67-6b ;
.

�

.

^rmer,"

p.

2; Russell,

The Pulpit and the Plow, p.

155.

listed in Master List of Agricultural

Ill

working

on

the aS-acre farm.

Para

half of the school's expenses.
of the

four-year

program has

course

Nearly 90%

work in rural

more

of the

villages.

rural

life,

The general course divisions

than

graduates
The center's

recently been endorsed by the Southeast

Christian Council.

culture,

proeeeds pay

are

Asia

agri

and rural church. 2^

2**- Cf .

Felton, Hope Rises from the Land, pp. 132-35?
The Pulpit md tae Plow, p. 1^9% Lewis, o�. cit. ,
83-8I+; Clifford V. iSrrlngton, %ew Highways in Rural
Japan," World Outlook,
Kay, 1961; "Better Farms
for Japan," fogether, ^: 76-78, Kay, I960; "Rural Leadership
Training-Wapan," Rural Missions, 11^:7, Summer, I960; "A
"
,
98:8,
Japanese Rural Service Center , Rural Missions
Movement . " Rural Missions
Acre
"The
Lord's
Spring, 1956$
95j6, Summer, 1955; Edward M. Clark, "Rural Japan," Rural
Missions, 87:5, Summer, 1953; Clark, "Our First ClassT"
Felton,

21:15-17,

,

toai Missions, 79s^, SinEmcr, I95I.

U2
KOREA

V.

South Korea has

little

than

more

most of the land

estimated

an

^9,000

in North Korea live on about

being devoted to rice.

fourths of the people

19lf9

farmers with

are

At least threean

average unit of

A vast reform program was

per family.

In

for distribution of land among tenants.

the ensuing war,

over

1,000,000

acres

distributed to small farmers and it

completion of the

were

was

begun in

accordingly

predicted that

program would leave less than

ical

policies

upheavals

will

10%

25

likely result from recent polit

Clark,

a

YHCA

worker, became director

Christian Council

soon

after World War I,

concentrating

on

of

the Korean National

agricultural experimentation for

was

of

there,

Francis 0.

government

of

spite

the land in South Korea to be cultivated by tenants,
New agrarian

on a

Farming is similar to that in Japan with

square miles.

acres

square miles while

36,000

10,000,000 people

two

21,500,000 people living

over

rice

While the
he became

ciature,

convinced that the best way to improve economic conditions
was

instructing the farmers in diversified farming.

25

Cf.

David N.

Rowe, John

M.

^!aki,

and

KcCune, "Korea," Collier's Encyclopedia, XI,
The Pulpjt and tt^e Plow, p. 56.

p.

Creorge

One

K.

667; Felton,

113
winter he and his associates conducted twenty-one lO-day
f&Tm schools with

^,000

and

an

a

paid attendance {5^

^,000

estimated

at

day)

per

of

over

night meetings. 26

After World V/ar II, the first Christian Hural Center
was

Farmers Institutes of several days

opened at Wonju.

each were held with instructions and demonstrations in hot

beds, fertilisers, seeds, sericulture,
rabbit care, home
In

1957,

a

clubs,

life,

orchard

management,

subjects. 27

and other

provincial governor cited Methodist

agriculturist Dean L. Schowengerdt for his extension work
in the Tae^on

The

area.

summer

farm institute of the Union

Christian Service Center there gradtmted its first class in

1956.

The summer program is followed up with winter rural

life institutes in the villages of the graduates.

ing extension activities of the center

are

Continu

raising the level

of living for farmers in many villages. 28

26 Gf. Hunnicut and
Charles M.

McConnell, o^.

27 Cf. Maude
Missions,

S.

Held,
cit.

,

op.

pp.

cit.

,

Moore, "Korea Begins Again,"

�First

Rural

71s^5, Summer, 19%.

2^ Cf. Leonard
Ferryman, "We Ccmend

Christi^

86-87j

pp.

5^55.

World Facts

#arB �Instituti'e

Rural Missions,

,

.

.

.,"

Bean L. Schowengerdt,
Class Graduates at Taejon, Korea,"

39:11-12, 1959f

103s5, Summer, 1957? Lewis, 02. cit.,

p.

96.

Ilk
iri.

For the
square

1,353,000 people occtipying

miles, agriculture

Chief products

figs, plums,

LMJam

are

and

is the

Lebanon's

principal occupation.

wheat, olives,

fruits

(oranges, bananas,

grapes), vegetables, tobacco,

Considerable niambers of cattle,

3,930

sheep,

and cotton.

and goats

are

raised

in some areas. ^9
In our present

ily for

study, Lebanon

the Jibrail Rural

Fellowship

byterian agriculturist (from
Alter devoted

i960.

thirty years of

a

is

significant primar

Center to which Pres

Pennsylvania farm) S. Heale
service before

retiring in

Classes at the center were conducted in the

agriculture, carpentry,

home

economics, health,

The first farm co-operative in the country

Jibrail.

Extension

work, subsidised

Ohio Christian Rural Overseas Program

was

and

diseases,

religion.

organised at

for five years

by

the

(CROP), specialised

distribution of improved seeds, demonstrations

plant pests

and

of

areas

on

in

control of

and rural health. 30

29 Cf. "Lebanon," Collier's Encyclopedia.
XII,

p.

238.

30 Cf

.
Felton, Hope Rises from the Land, p. 6ki
The Pulpit and"THe PIowT pT^j'^heTiar at
Jibrail,
Lebanon, ^^Hural His sions . 7^?r^ Spring, 1950s S. Heale Alter,
Jibrail Rural Fellowship Center," liural Missions, 79j3f.,
Summer, 1951? Alter, "Field Motesi Lebanon,^ Rural Missions,
B7tk. Susaaer, 19535 ^ter, "Field Hotes j LebaSoHT^ 1!uraT
Missions, 89:^, Winter, 195^; "At Jibrail in Lebanon'' (from

Felton,

�
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PHILIPPINES

VII.

Of the

21,000,000 people living

2,000 islands
area

in

of

115,600

farming.

Republic of

of the

arable sections is

sweet

Philippines with

an

engaged

are

Although the national average for individual

farms is nearly ten acres,

of the

than

more

about two- thirds

miles,

square

the

the

on

people.

2i

Other

potatoes.

the median holding in major

Important food crops

Chief cash crops

and tobacco. 31

abaca, hemp,

Rice is staple food for

acres.

are

are

and

com

sugar cane,

70^

copra,

Hearly half of the people

are

illiterate, 32

Agriculturist Allen R. Euber of the United Christian

Missionary Society
Rural Church

served as

Department

Christian Churches.
active in
on

helping

Committee

on

soon

of the

This

Philippine Federation

department

has been

of

especially

with the resettlement of landless families

government lands.

union which

the first secretary of the

had

Mr* Ruber early organized

fifty members.

He has

a

helped

credit
with the

Christian Home and Family Life which aims "to

Cedar Bough). Rural Missions, 9985, Summer, 1956j "Field
l^otesi LeDanonT''n!ural ^fis'slons, ll^tk, Fall, I960.

3^ Cf. Robert G. Bowman

and Alden Cut shall, "Republic
Philippines," Collier's Encyclopedia X?, p, 661;
Lewis, 0�. cit,, p. 129; Moomaw, "The Tractor and the Small
Farmer, ""p, 5',

of the

,

32 Cf. Laves and Thomson, oj^. cit.

,

p.

1^.
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-tifter

completing

consln and Cornell
was

an

studies at the University of v/is-

University,

soon

Slocum,

a

Baptist,

Philippines from China

in

had thousands of farmers enrolled in classes

three hours

etins.

Burl A.

agricultural extension specialist for eleven years.

He was transferred to The
He

(village)33

citizen of the remotest barrio"

roach the huiahlest

weekly and had prepared
is the

Actually,

government but the

same

dozens of

19^.
meeting

club bull

designation adopted by

the

idea is there

Wisdom
Will
Work

Well-being

Head

Heart
Hands
Health

33 Mrs. Allen R. Huber and Mrs. Samuel B. Catli,
"Christian Home and Family Life Committee of The Philip
pines," MmX Missions. 7^s6, Spring, 1950. Cf. Felton,
The Pulpit and_the Plow, pp. Mf-^55 "Christian Hural
"
PeXlowship lErTHe^pHTInpine s , Rural Missions , 71 : 7 ,
Summer, 19^: Allen R. ffuber, "The Church and the Resettle
ment of Landless Families , " Rural Missions. 7987, Summer,
1951; Claude Orchard, "Rural Credit," Rural Missions, 87:5,

Summer, 1953*

3^

Burl A. Slocum, "^H Club Work in The Philip
Rural
Missions, o6j5, Spring, 1953. Cf. Felton,
pines,"
Hope Rises from the La'nd," pp. 111-13; Slocum, "Farm Study
t!our se--l"he"TEtlTppines , " Rural Kissions* 79:2, Sujmer,
"Grass Roots Isstension Service,"
Slocum. "National
Leadership Gets Results," Rural Kissions , o^:7, Autumn,
1952; "Agriculture lixtension Program in The Philippine
Islands," Rural Missions, llV:3, Summer, I960.

1951 j

Cornelio M.

Rgrai Missions �

Ferrer,

8258, Spring, 1952;
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Nearly
in The

half of the fifteen

Philippines

culturist

was

agricultural missionaries

Methodists. 35

are

Christianity. "36

of

light

peanut thresher

to

dist pastor Jose Q.

States,
He

Philippines.
cultural

agri

must go hand in hand
iinother talented Meth

odist is Dwa3me Suter who recently invented

the United

woman

Jane Williams from I'dchigan who believes that

"enlightened agricultural practices
with the

The first

help

the farmers in his

Haguindin,
is

on

foot-pedaled

area.

37

Metho

with rural work training in

rendering outstanding service

started by demonstrating

practices

a

his own farm.

in The

improved agri

38

3? Cf Master List of AgricTjiltural Missionaries.
llj Lewis, 0�. cit. pp. 129-^2.
.

p.

,

36 Cited
Hural Missions.

by Ferrer, "Field Notes s The Philippines,"
87s^, Summer, 1953*

37 Cf, Ferrer, "Peanut Thresher Invented," Hural

Missions, 115*3. Fall, 1960s Dwayne Suter, "Irrigation and
Crops in The Philippines," Rural Missions, Il6s6, Winter,
1961.

38 Cf. Felton,

The

and the Plow, pp. 37,
Preacher , ""^Slral Missions ,
Ferrer, "Rural Pulpit Between T\to

116-155 Ferrer, "Homestead

Pulpit

112 tV* Winter, I960 5
Pyramids," Rural Missions, 117: 3 j

Spring, 196I.
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Sarawak is

Borneo.

The

area

is estimated at

British Colony

a

^7j069

is

605? 000.

on

the northwest

square irdles and the

Principal

crops

oil, rice, pepper, gold, and rattan. 39
agricultiirists
Rev.

are

at work in

are

side of

population

rubber,

sago,

Several Methodist

Sarawak.^

William W. Overholt began his work in 192^.

developed "Opportunity Schools"

to

scattered among the rubber groves.

serve

He

the many Chinese

These meet for

a

half-

day each week with classes in agriculture, Bible, hygiene,
current

events,

and

recreation.

situations of the rural

churches,

Because of the isolated

it is difficult to prop

erly supervise all of the agricultural projects connected
with the churches.

Several

experiments have been conducted

with various crops.
After several years in

in

Florida,

agricultural extension work

Thomas A. Harris arrived in Sarawak in 1952.

39 Of. Ronald V. Sires, "Sarawak," Collier's ^cyclo
mi,
p. 3^.
pedia,

�

^ Cf Master List of
Agricultural Missionaries, pp.
Felton, gope Rises Trom the Land, pp. iOS-lOs Lewis,
.

10-11 I

PP*

���

^1

1'2^3.

Cf. Olive and William Overholt, "Field Hotes:
Borneo," Rural Mssions, Bytk, Summer, 1953? William
Overholt, "Field lioies: Borneo," Rural Missions, 89:^,
V/inter, 195^} "Report from 3orneo7"^5iral Missions, 112:7,

Winter, I960.
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With

a

sharpened

stick as the only native farui

implement,

he foxjnd it difficult to tell where the farm ended and the

forest began.

acy,

health,

His vrork has aimed at

food crops,

livestock,

improvements in liter
and

family living.

A

nismber of commtinity garden projects have been started.
Some

help

seas

Program (CROP) at the Methodist Agricultural and Hural

has been received from the Christian Hural Over

Training Center. ^2

^�2 Cf, "Extension Program Plan in
Sarawak," Rural
Missions, 82s 3, Spring, 1952 | "Field Hotes: SarawakT^'
^ral Missions, 95s^j Summer, 1955; Frank T. Cartwright,
"Sarawak Revisited," VJorld Outlook, 20:18, August, I960.
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nikiiAm

IX.

The

21,000,000 people

of Thailand live in

Most of the residents

nearly 200,000 square miles.

of

an area

en

are

gaged in agri culture, with rice accounting for nearly half
of the value of total exports.

rubber, teak,

literate,^

and tin. ^3

and there

One of the

Sampantagit
terian

are

Other

important products

Nearly half of

the

only about 50,000

people

agriculturist,

the Bev.

Dr.

il

are

Christians.^!?

pioneer rural projects in Thailand

19^9 by

Farm at Chiengrai started in

are

was

the

Presby

a

Forrest C. Travaille.

With Christian communities coir^posed chiefly of subsistence-

type farmers, their churches, hospitals, and schools had to
be

almost

supported

families

were

entirely with funds from abroad.

selected to cooperatively

develop

emphasized along with

a

has

a

In addition to the
church of over 200

health clinic,

a

sugar

benefits the

intangible

members,

mill,

and scientific

an

an

project

eight-year school,

Irrigation system,

a

swine

^3 Cf Kenneth P. Landon and Amry Vandenbosch,
"Thailand," Collier's Encyclopedia, XITIII, p. 521D.
^ Cf. Laves and
Thomson, 0�. cit. p. 1H6.
.

,

Cf

.

Felton,

was

the non-natural resources of coopera

tion, mechanization, cottage industries,

now

1200-aore

Christian stewardship of natural resources

jungle site.

knowledge.

a

Sixty

That Men Hay Plow in Hope, p.

155.
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herd,

and

a

For those

contemplating similar

the missionary director has the

endeavors,
mendations

cattle herd.

following

recom

!

1.
Identify ohjectives and make a detailed plan
Determine the extent of the serv
of organization.
credit?
school?
medicine?
ices to he supplied
etc,
2,
Be sure the budget is adequate for the equip
ment and facilities to be needed,
Decide on
Determine the size of membership.
3,
method of choosing members, and from wiiat sources
they will come,
h. Study the local mrket, and ascertain the pro
duce which has a ready sale, what hope there might
be in volume production of each item, what accept
ance a new commodity might have? study costs of
production and availability of resources to produce,
%. Decide whether to buy land or to homestead,
based on availability and costs of each.
Make sure land is held under clear title rec
6,
�

ognized by law.
Do all red-tape work to get water and trans
7,
portation facilities available immediately.
84 In case of homesteading, bring the men members
of families to the site to lay out and prepare
fields ahead of time so there will be produce the
Then families can be brought in and
first year.

pesmnent

houses built.

Building

of houses

should

be done according to conventional patterns, financed

by the owners if at all possible. Owners should
bring enough of value into the Project to make thm
feel they have a real stake in it and in its success.^

^ Forrest C.
Travaille, Report on Sampantagit Farm.
Chiengrai, Thailand. I960 5 carbon copy Hhdly provided by
Frank A. younkin, agricultural missionary associated with
Cf
Dr. Travaille,
Felton, The Pulpjt and the Plow, pp.
.

CEAPTEH 1

AGHICULTUHAL MISSIONS II? Li-.TIN AM.3RICA

It appears that South America has

arable

new

more

potentially

land, and therefore greater capacity for

creased food

production,

population density

than any other

in

continent.^

The

in South America is only 13 per square

mile and in Central America it is still only 30 per square

Only li

mile.

acres

compared with

America
States ,2

However,

tropical

forest is

cause

four

acres

per person in the tJhlted

much of the land

quickly

supporting luxuriant
Be

esxhausted under cropping.

maintaining the productivity of continued cropping

requires large q-uantities

matter,

there is

Africa� clearing,

frequent

of added fertilizer and organic

of the

use

cropping, clearing

the old to return to bush growth. 3
as

cultivated in South

are

per person

high

as

90%

in some

same

new

system

land,

as

and

in

allowing

Bates of illiteracy

are

countries.^

1 Cf.

Russell, o;^, cit.,

2 Cf.

Castro, og. cil*

�

pp.
PP*

M+6-.l^7.
96-97, 105.

3 Cf. Charles E.
Kellogg, et al,, "South America,"
Collier's Encyclopedia. X7III, p, 62; Felton, The Pulpit
and the Plow, p, 13
,

^ Cf. Laves and
Thomson, o�. cit., pp. Ih^-M^,
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In

America,

predOHiinantly

a

Roaan Catholic area

The Protestant Church has
The measure of

existence*

success

severe

agricultural problems of the
saw

we

for the

In the first

Latin

America,^

chapter

Presbyterians sent agri

culturist Benjamin H, Hunnicut to Brazil in 1907
there are about 70

Latin

that is attained is

people.^

that the

as

struggle for

to the concern of missionaries

closely related

of this paper,

a

such

agricultural missionaries

We turn now to view some

.

Today

at work in

examples of their

efforts to advance the Kingdom of God.

5 Cf
6 Cf

7-10.

.

,

Felton, Hope Rises

from the

Land,

p.

22.

Master List of Agricultural Missionaries, pp.

I.

ij-16,000

The

BOLIVIA

square miles of Bolivia

barely 3,000,000 people

who

cacao,

coca, tobacco,

fruits, grains,

and

potatoes.

capped by

the poor

75%

Several of the

is greatly handi
caused

transportation

terrain.'^

fourth of

About

B0%

of the

agricultural missionaries in Bolivia

have led in land settlement

projects.

sort of homestead arrangement.

small farms to the Indians

expected

make certain

a

i3.1iterate.^

are

are

on

of the value of its

commerce

of

development

largely by the mountainous

farmers

dependent

Bolivia produces

Agriculture and other

a

more

cotton, rubber, quinine,

sugar cane,

exports.

by

Like

Important crops include coffee,

the world's tin which accounts for

Bolivians

populated by

about half Indians.

are

other Andean countries, the climate is
altitude than latitude.

are

or

to build

improvements.

This is usually done
The mission donates

buys land for
a

Such

house, till

projects

th^.

the

The

soil,

and

have done much to

elevate living standards and to hasten church and school

developments. 9

7 Of. Samel G. Inman and Ronald
Hilton, "Bolivia,"
Collier's Kncyclopedia. Ill, pp. ^^h^5B,

8 Of. Laves and
Thomson, op, cit., pp. Ih5-h6,

9 Cf

Felton,

.

Pel ton. That Ken

The Pulpit

and theTIow,

Plow in Hope, pp,

ppT^^?.

18-19;

At the Methodist Rural Institute of Kontero

Santa
the

all of the seventy students attend classes in

Grua,

laorning.

In the

afternoon, boys study
and

agriciature, mechanics,
study home

Williams,

economics.

A

new

and work in

carpentry, while
Methodist

the

girls

agriculturist,

has recently begun work at Ancoraimes

Tltloaca, highest navigable

L.

near

on

fresh water lake In the

Carl

Lake

woi-ld.lO

10 Cf.
personal correspondence with the Hev, Robert
Caufield at Kontero.
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BBASIL

II,

tropical countries, Brazil is the only

Of the large
one

composed mostly of white people and still receiving

white immigrants.
scattered

over

Its

52,000,000 mostly

3,286,000

square miles.

rural

people

are

Ahout half the

country is forest and 15/* is considered natural grassland.
Only ahout 3^
crops are,

of the

in order of acreage,

wheat, potatoes,
order of

(nearly
beans

and sweet

production

corn, rice,

potatoes.

heans, cassava,

Chief cash crops in

bananas, sugar, oranges,

are

coffee

exports), cotton,

half the value of total

cocoa

About

(third in world export trade), and tobacco.

half of the people

are

illiterate. 12

The first Methodist

1953-

went to Brazil in

Three years of

managing

hall convinced Mr. Davis that

different

was

izing one-week training
Christian workers.

11 Cf.

Geography
p.

12 Cf.

dining

expenditure of
He began organ

needed in Brazil.
for rural

cotirses

mission

pastors

and other

Subjects discussed included crop and

cit,

op,

17; Preston
Santos, "Brasil,"

AfricaT^

,

pp.

p.

"The
B. James, Samuel G.
Collier's laacyclo-

^55-63; Skinner,

Russell,
of

Inman, and Gilberto A.

pedia, IV,

a

a

Davis,

food for the

provide

missionary endeavor

Hobert S.

agriculturist,

farm to pay school expenses and

Hew

The chief food

country is cultivated.

37.
Laves and

Thomson,

on.

cit.,

p.

l^�5.
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livestock improvement, preventative medicine and sanitation,

simple
Plans

farm
are

mechanisation, nutrition,

now

underway to set up

for seminary students at the

College
in

a

and home

management.

longer permanent

course

Presbyterian Agricultural

in Lavras which was founded

by Benjamin Hunnicut

1908.13
13 Cf

personal correspondence with Kr. Davis j
Davis, "Field Notes s Brazil," Bural Kissions,
95iky Summer, 1955? Davis, "Training Program in Brazil,"
Hural Missions* 115J^, Fall, I96O1 Hunnicut and Reid, op.
cit., pp.' 11^9-50.
Hobert 3.

.
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Chile's population is nearly
its

286,000

6,000,000.

square miles is cultivated.

grains, fruits, heans,

and

Only B% of

Chief crops

are

Copper comprises 72>^

potatoes.

of the value of Chile's exports. 1^

All
are

seven

agricultural missionaries listed for Chile

Methodists

Probably

most notable among them is

Dillman S. Bullock nAm began

3,75C^-acre

mission tract at

helping in 1923 to develop
a

Vergel, Angol, purchased

He

was

long

school at

one

of Methodism's largest rural centers.

1919*

a

director of the

a

in

boys' agricultural
He

was

awarded the order of merit by the Chilean government "for

distinguished

service to the nation."

The school at Bl

Yergel with its demonstration farm has
in

preparing agricultural

trees and other

parts

improved

of the country.

outstanding

leaders for rural Chile.

work

Fruit

stock are distributed to various

Recent

earthquakes severely damaged

school and farm facilities but caused

Vergel, although

done

national fatalities

no

ran

loss of life at El

Into the thousands. 16

1^ Cf. Samuel G, Inman, Ronald Hilton, and John E.
Fagg, "Chile," Collier's aacyclopedia. V, p, iMf.
15 Cf

,

Master List of Agricultural Missionaries, p. 8.

16 Cf. "Men and Events: Dillman
Bullock," Rural
Missions, 71:1, Summer, 19^9? Blbert S, Reed, "Earthquake
In dhili's Kl Vergel," World C^tlook. 20:11-13, August,
I960} "Museum Building Honors Missionary," World Outlook.

21:J*9-50, July, 196lj Lewis, 0�, cit,,

p,
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IV.

About

MK), 000

commiA

12,000,000 people

square miles.

live in Colombia's nearly

More than half the

with forests from which

rubber, tanning agents, insect

come

icides, vegetable ivory, quinine,
of the inhabitants

are

export being coffee.

country is covered

and other

products.

Most

employed in agriculture, the chief
Other important crops include

grains,

Wide climatic

cacao, coconuts, and other tropical fruits.

variations within Colombia enable most any crop to be pro
duced in

some

area

of the country. ^7

Agricultural missions
Colombia but

a

are

quite

beginning has been made.

Piersma of the Latin-American

and limited in

new

Veterinarian Norman

Mission, Inc.,

Ims been work

ing with extension teaching teams in the vicinity of Cartogena.

Intensive one^week

of the

people.

courses

phases

of

based

on

felt needs

Subjects considered include Bible study,

personal hygiene, small industry,
other

are

agriculture.

animal

husbandry,

and

Says Dr. Piersma s

We regard community service rendered by the Church
as unique because its first concern is for people.
A redeemed people, growing spiritually, must be the
foundation of a better social and economic life. 18

17 Cf. Samuel G. Inman and John
Collier's Encyclopedia. V, pp. ^70-71.

Fagg, "Colombia,'^

l3 Norman Piersma, "Extension Work in Cartogena,
CoD-ombia," l^ural Missions. 117*7, Spring, 1961. Cf. per
sonal correspondence with Dr. Piersma and with Eugene V/lttig
of the Oriental Missionary Society at Kedellin.
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COSTA RICii

1,

Of

19,000

square

miles,

more

than

of Costa Hica is arable.

Most of the

together

a

crops

are

In

are

farming only

coffee,

15,000

square miles

1,000,000 inhabitants

tenth of the arable land.

bananas , and

cacao. 19

1952 The Methodist Church purchased
Villa Quesada to be

a

100�acre

farm at San Carlos

near

Leon

missionary since 1929 � end others.

Miller,

rural

developed by

farm serves for demonstrating Improved agriculture and
an

Chief

The
as

extension �enter for diss�ainating ideas and materials to

the farmers in the area.

It has also been the site for

number of institutes and rural work conferences.
considered include evangelism and rural

ship training, village family life,
methods in

nutrition,

home

life,

and

Topics

rural leader

and extension

industries,

a

service

agriculture. 20

19 Cf. Samuel 0, Inman and Ronald Hilton, "Costa

Rica," Collier's l^^cyclopedia, VI,
cit

.

,

p.

pp.

50, 52; Castro, qp.

105.

20 Cf. Leon
liller, "Rural Center in Costa Rica,"
Rural Missions, lO^ftl, Winter, 1958; Miller, "Arboriculture
in the Rural Church," Rural Missions, 99 il? Summer, 1956;
"Field Work Conference in Central America," Rural Kissions,
98 J 3, Spring, 1956; Lewis, og. cit., p. 257.
^
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VI.

A

of

population

CDBii

6,000,000 people

occnpy

^H-,000

sq^la^e

ffiiles in Cuba.

Two-thirds of the cultivated land is devoted

to sugar

Other iBportant crops

cane.

pinecpple,

citrus

fruits, coffee,

are

tobacco for

and cocoa.

cigars,

^1

Political conditions have disrupted all islssion
in Cuba but

activity

significant

work had been done

agricultural missionaries, especially Methodists.
outstanding

is the

Evangelical Agricultural

School in Criente Province which

was

by
Most

and Industrial

developed from

a

300-aere tract given by the United Finiit Sugar Company

19^5*

Nearly half of the 70 students

homemafcing subjects.

Boys

Edgar 0. Nesman.

Richard G. Milk

such

as

Dr.

were

in

girls studying

learned farm mechanics from

taught other subjects

management, animal husbandry, diversified

soil

cropping, rural credit, extension service,

rural

health,

and home Industries 22
.

21

ikjnald

15O� 52,

Cf
Johnson E, Fairchlld, Gilbert Convers, and
Hilton, "Cuba," Collier's Sncyclopedia, VI, pp.
.

22 Cf. Richard G.
i-ii:^, "Agricultural and Industrial
School in Cuba," Rural Kissions. B2tky Spring, 1952; Richard
G. and Juliet Milk, "Field Hotes: Cuba,** Rural Missions.

98j7, Spring, 1956; Lewis,

o�. cit., p,

sTfT
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VII

Ecuador has

B%

^,000,000

of its

illiterate,

area

116,000

of

people

section

are

square miles.

rural and nearly

are

Indians, ^o comprise 60^1

in the mountainous

sistence

an

KCU^DOH

.

of the

are

population,

engaged in prlFltive sub

farming, growing grains, beans,

Ejcport crops

75%

Ahout

and

potatoes.

produced in the hot coastal region, chiefly

are

cacao, coffee, bananas, and rice, 23
The United Andean Mission

purchased

a

farm to better

demonstrate the meaning of Christian stewardship In agri
culture.

(Ontario,

The

project

is directed

by Oliver 14abee from

first agricultural missionary in Ecuador.

seeds and other

help

is given to Indian

these activities of the

Mission,

we

neighbors.

Improved
"In all

seek to put the Gospel

to work by example and demonstration, "2**In the Church of the Brethren Mission at

Benton Rhoades has developed

^-H Club,

Ecuadorian version of the

Club activities center around livestock projects.

This endeavor has
some

an

Quito,

par^ts to

helped

to counteract the hesitation of

send their children to the mission school

^3 Cf, Saamel G. Inman et
al., "Ecuador," Collier's

pp. 28-29: Doris iMrnell, "Co-operation
v/orld Outlook. 17:M+, January, 1957? Felton,
That Men May Plow in Hope, p, 6

iikicyclopedia, VII,

in

Chicks

2^ Paul
Streich, "Christian Agriculture" (from
Presbyterian Survey), Rural Missions. 72:6, Autumn, 19^9.
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tor f@ar that "their hodies irill groir content with loafing,"
The

indigenous

"El-Club 5+-F"

Felicidad
Fe

Fec\andidad
For tale.-33

means:

�Happiness
Faith
�Fertile Soil

�

�

Strength^?

25 Benton Rhoades, "Field Hotes:
Ecuador," Rural
Missions, 90:^, Spring, 195^.

13^
VIII

.

More tlmn half of the

GUATmiA

Indians with 90;' engaged in farming.
Fore

square miles.

Guatemalans

3,000,000

Total

area

are

is

if2,000

than half of the arable land is used

for com, the main food crop.

Chief

export crops

coffee

are

and bananas. 26
One of the first

agricultural missionaries in

Guatemala is Presbyterlal Donald Sibley who went in 1959.
After
a

a

year of

studying needs all
at Pacha j

pilot project

the

to

people

livestock

in

such

cooperation

as

preserve

in

synod,

'Quezaltenango.

fruits,

trench silos.

Mr.

and build

he

began

Ee has

helped

Hev.

went to Guatemala from

1952 without

the

and

simple farm

Sibley works frequently

with Loren Anderson at the

Institute in San Cristobal.

Methodist,

his

plant higher-yielding wheat, control crop

diseases,

structures

near

over

juiche Bible

Anderson,

a

Primitive

Asbury Theological Seminary

advantage of formal agricultural studies.

Securing assistance from various sources, he is doing

an

excellent job of managing the mission farm along with his

regular teaching
addition to

in the Institute and other duties.

supplying

food for the

26 Cf. Samuel G. Inman,
Sncyclopedla, IX, pp. ^06-if08.

In

dining hall, the farm is

"Guatemala,"

Collier's
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helping

the students to leam

serving

as

in the

and also

demonstration and extension center for farmers

a

area.

improved agriculture

27

27 Cf personal correspondence and newsletters from
Donald Sihley and Loren Anderson,
.
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MiiDCICO

IX.

Kearly liRlf of Mexico's 760,000 square miles
classified
is

as

arid.

and other
and

coffee,

population

Principal

largely rural.

heans,

Its

food crops

vegetables.

sisal

of more than
are

hemp fiber. 28

31,000,000
wheat,

com,

Chief export crops
About half the

are

cotton,

are

people

are

illiterate. 29
After

more

than twenty years

cultural missionary in
was

rural

also

the Rev.

transferred to Mexico City in

There at Union
a

China,

19*fl

Seminary, he helped

department,

as

Dr.

Vlhile teaching

to

people in

started several Lord's chicken

apples

were

Claude R.

Kellogg

because of the

Ralph

Felton

a

Dr.

war.

organize

Kellogg

knowledge of Im

the rural congregations.

projects.

onto the scrubby native trees.

encouraged by Dr. Kellogg

Methodist agri

seminarians.

engaged in extension work to take

proved agriculture

a

He

He

grafted Missouri

These and small fruits

especially appreciated in 1952

when frosts destroyed many of the field crops but spared the

In

fruits.
Arthur W.

1955,

his work

Chaffee who is

was

taken up by agriculturist

continuing projects begun by

Dr.

2S Cf. Samuel G. Inmcm and Ronald Hilton, "Mexico,"
Collier

'

s

r^ncyclopedia , XIII, pp.

^f93-97�

29 Cf. laves and Thomson, 0�. cit., p. l^�5.
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Kellogg before
ideas of his

his retirement along with

own

implementing

new

,30

Presbyterian Lester K. Zook tanght vocational agri
culture at

Waynesboro, Pennsylvania,

the Pennsylvania State College.

State Poultry Club

along

helped by sending

Zook

are

with the 70 of native hens.

graduating

him

purebred chicks
Pullets

operations.

laying 250 eggs
One of his

a

year

resettled in better farming

are

compared

greatest contributions

is to church colonization projects in the Oaxaca

families

from

Fellow alumni and the Penn

with two incubators for local

distributed by Dr.

after

areas

area

whereby

to wook

cooperatively. 31

30 Cf. Lewis, cm. cit., p. 267; James L. Riedy,
''Missionary in Coveralls ,^^^*7he Methodist Story, 2:9-10,
February, 1958; Claude R. Kellogg, "Field Iv^otes: Mexico,"
Rural Kissions, $9!^. Winter, 195^5 "The Lord's Acre
Movement;,'" p. $5 Jo Ann Chaffee, "Canning Fruit with Rural
Housewives in Mexico," Rural Kissions ,
Summer, 1960;
Jo Ann Chaffee, "Field llotes: Mexico," I^ral Missions,

115th,

I960} Felton, Hope Rises from the Land,
Men May Plow in Iiope, pp. 5-6.

Fall.

Felton, That
31 Cf

p.

11;

Hope Rises from the Land, pp. 3-7;
inTSope, p. 5j Felton, The Pulpit
and the Plow, pp. 45-46} Lester M. Sook, "Some Obsesrsrations
on iSTly Land Settlement," Rural Missions, 115*2, Fall,

Felton, That
I960.

.

Felton,

Men May Plow
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Vast oil resources underlie much of Venezuela's

352,000

square miles.

Oil provides

95}^

of the total

Workers in agriculture coir.prlse

exports.

6,000,000 people

but their

of the food needed at

income.

Chief crops

sugar, cassava, and

products,

hO^j

85f^

in addition to

hose, provide only 3%
are

of the

of the national

coffee, cacao, corn, cotton, rice,

sesame. 32

About half of the people

are

illiterate. 33
It appears that the only agricultural missionaries
in Venezuela have been Presbyterians.
the Ocuaare

emphases
Mrs.

�

Project for Rural Development

arts,

Local doctors held

and

with four

evangelism.

a

nurse

consulting clinics at the

helped with preventive

Adult classes were conducted in

and domestic arts. 3^

32 Cf
"Venezuela,"

19^9

conducted classes in nutrition and food pro

mission farm and
medicine.

in

agriculture, education, medicine,

Jhissell

duction.

Paul Russell began

.

Eugene W.

and curative

literacy,

manual

helped with

Lee

this

Samuel G. Inman and William H. Dillingham,
Collier's aneyclouedia. XIX, pp. 197-200.

33 Cf. Laves

and

Thomson, o�.

cit.

,

pp,

1^+5-1+6

.

3^ Cf "Bvangelical Christians in Venezuela" (from
Christian Community Services, August, 1952), Rural Kissions.
.

�

aifjif�5, Autumn, 1952.

��
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work until th�

goverment began providing

more

services.

How he is working in the areas of

and ehurch

development, 3 5

Mr,

and better

radio, education,

35 Cf. personal correspond^ce and newsletters from
Lee,

CHAPT'BH 11

GENBHAL COMCLGSIOKS AND
TES FUTUHi: OF ..GHICULTURiiL MISSIOHS

Increasing unrest in the underdeveloped and other
areas

of the

with

world, coupled

an

agricultural missionaries

to the continent of Africa where
have

anticipated assigsaaent

recently heen arrested and expelled, has caused this

writer to scrutinise with renewed interest the
of agricultural missions.

philosophy

The orinciples cited in the

previous chapters of this paper

are

still

generally

valid*

Carefta consideration must be given in each local situation
so

only appropriate principles and practices

that

Determining what these

applied.

are

for a

are

specific program

is time-consuming but nonetheless Imperative for maximum
effectiveness.
is

This is especially difficult when pressure

applied by mission boards

"crash" program iMderway

reported

and other

that measurable results

so

Since the

to constituents.

agencies to get
can

a

be

agriculturist and his

cannot be
program require financial support, such pressure

eliminated.
minimi zed

The missionary

can

only hope it will be

.

Programs for rural improvements, whether led by

agricultural
from the

missionaries

or

by others, must be developed

"grass roots" rather than being handed

down from

high-level planning body.

some

can never be

by
a

implemented

as

well as those that are

the felt needs of the people.

Of course,

wide gap between felt needs and expressed

larly among illiterate

impelled

there is often

needs, particu

poorly educated people who

com

majority of those among whom the agricultural

the

prise

or

tram above

Projects imposed

missionary works.

One of the missionary's most

important

functions is to help the people articulate the needs which

they feel, including those feelings which may have been

largely suppressed by chronic frustration.
mast live

close to the

as

pwple

as

can

be

To do

this, he

permitted by his

personality, family, health, collogues, supervisors, and
government
toward

.

To effectively study their

or

and to look

he must be conversant with their

possible solutions,

langtiage

problOTs

So amount of technical competence

languages.

of Christian dedication

or

make up for the inability to

can

communicate effectively.
As

the

and skills

what

generously,

serve

things

as

he must share

Whenever

sparingly.

effected with
such

agricultural missionary shares his knowledge

better

a

use

imported materials

possible, improvem^ts
of native materials.

some

should be

Introducing

foreign implements and fertilizers may only

to deepen the dissatisfaction of the

impoverished

villager if he is unable to obtain them for his
When such things

as

seeds

or

own

use.

chick^is must be imported to

1^2

improve
basis

the loeal

or

at

a

diet, they

grading

on

an

exchange

Instead of importing purebred herds

it is often better to

flocks,

he distributed

nominal cost in keeping with the ability of the

people to purciiase ttoi.
or

can

sires for up

import only

crossing with local animals.

or

vi?here mission

they should be kept

or

school farms
small

as

as

seem

possible.

to be

appropria.te,

Witnessing for

Christ and His Church will be hampered where the mission is
CAet in the role of landlord
of farm iMoaager.

mals,

some

ditions

or

the missionary in the role

to propagate improved farm plants and ani

mission land is needed

can

be

demonstrations

that environmental

so

But many experiments �nd

properly controlled.
are

best carried out

on

small plots rented

from

or

more

educational value than those located

farm,

donated by

con

cooperating villagers*

Such
on

a

plots have
"foreign"

not only for the cultivator but for his relatives and

neighbors,

fhe

experimenting and propagating carried

on

and/or supervised by the agricultural missionary will be in
Inverse proportion to |;overnment agricultural work in the
There ia plenty else for him to do other tlian

efforts of government

experimenters.

of desirable results �f

plots

or

agents

than

villagers
they

are

duplieating

Sxtending the knowledge

experiments through demonstration

animls is another matter.

where local

area.

are

more

It is esrjecially

suspicious

of missionaries.

helpful

of government

1^3
Wo matter how mtich the missionary may disagree with

goverraaent policies, he must endeavor to maintain working

relationships

with

the

of

privilege

political officials if

he is to retain

This task is

working \d.th village people.

especially difficult when he realizes that relieving the
causes

of

poverty requires goveriment

missionary
with

is expected to content himself largely in
and results of

symptoms

especially

action while the

poverty.

acute in remaining colonial

pendent coTSitries where government

The

problem

areas

dealing

is

and in inde

is in the hands of

a

corrupt minority.
agricultural ciissionaries will

The need for

in certain

decrease

gives way to in

places

as

agricultural

dustrial economy,

as

government assistance replaces mission

assistance,
as

literacy

economy

native workers replace foreign

as

and education

and

workers,

dispel illiteracy and ignorance.

Although this is occurring at scattered points, the world need
for agricultural missionaries is rapidly

day

sees

people in

more

aware

objectives that
Rural Hissions

can

Every

the world while there is less and

less food for them to eat.

increasingly

increasing.

Mission boards

are

becoming

of the contributions to their overall
be made

Cooperating

by agricultural missions.
Committee hopes to

see

number of agricultural and ho^re life missionaries

The

the present
more

than

doubled within the next five years,

775.-^

from 260 to

In

addition to these specialists, it is desirable that all
rural nissionaries be given soae technical training in

agriculture

as

regular part of their preparation,

a

fhe history of agricultural missions reveals
of

men

who have

spent

number

several decades at work In the same

and where they have had

area

a

splendid program.

a

However,

this writer wonders if more consideration should not be

given to

sort of

a

missionaries.

working

with

his second
the
on

newer

apprenticeship program

Perhaps
an

a

recruit cou3.d

the work could

agriculturist

agricultural

spend his first term

experienced agriculturist.

term,

for

gradually

while the veteran

Then, during
be turned

to

over

missionary moved

to establish work at another station in the

same

language

area.

The reports written by and about agricultural mis
sionaries contain
assistants.

repeated

references to native

It seems to this writer that

helpers

or

terminology and

related attitudes ought to be altered to think of such per
sons

as

associates

or

colleagues

or

co-workers instead.

Church's mission to the world will be accomplished
we

reno'/e

the vestiges of the

sooner

The
if

patronizing relationships

Cf. The Church and Hural Reconstruction (New York:
Rural Kissions Cooperating Committee and Agricultural Mis

sions, Inc.,

1961),

p.

19.

Ih5
between the aissionaries and those whom they would have

as

their fellow disciples in Christ.
the

Perhaps
missionary

is the

greatest danger facing the agricultural
possibility that

volved in the specific
in the second

he will become

so

in

problems and procedures considered

chapter of this paper that

he will ^ive too

little attention to the general aim of Cliristian nis sions

stated in the first chapters
The supreme aim of missions is to make the Lord
Jesus Christ known to all peoples in all lands
as their divine Saviour, to persuade them to be
come his disciples
and to bring to bear on
all human life the spirit and principles of
Christ. 2
.

.

.

The incarnition of Jesus Christ took

that

might be reconciled to God.

men

place in

Whatever abilities

the missionary may have to work with material

must

ever

be

a

order

things,

he

niinister of reconciliation� placing

spiritual

the salvation of immortal souls above all other values.

Since the agrlculttiral missionary is especially trained to
deal with the most urgent of xoan's elemental material needs-

food, clothing,

and shelter� he has

a

unique opportunity to

gain the confidence of the people whom he
endeavor constantly to be

dence by seeking to lead

a

men

serves.

He

should

faithful steward of such confi
to

accept

and grow in the "full

Doctrines and Discipline of The Methodist Church
"

p.

295.

and free" salvation

provided through Jesus Christ.

But the
The Church has done veil in rural work.
We must now employ our vast spir
hour is late.
It is
itual and material resources more fully.
largely the peasant peoples of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America who will determine the future.
Their tragic need and the mood of our time sum
mon the Church as never
before, to a ministry of
both word and deed.
�111 the Church Eieet ti'iis
historic challenge before it is too late?3

^

Church and Hural Heconstruction, p.

26.
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